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September 21, 1966

The U. S. Department of Defense has asked the Brown University Department of Economics to make an inter-industr y study of t he Pr ovidence
Metropolitan Area. The enclosed letter from the R. I. Development
Council tells of their interest in the study and expre sses their be lief
in the value of the data to be obtained for planning future development
in Rhode Island. The chambers of cormnerce have also endorsed the study
and urged their members to respond promptly to the enclosed questionnaire.
The questionnaire relates to your operations for the year 1965. It is
realized that much of the detail requested is not ordinarily compiled
by businesses. Where an accounting fi gure is not readily availabl e , it
will be appreciated if you would supply your best estimate (in percentages if you prefer) for the information requested.
If your company has more than one facility in the Providence Metropolitan
Area ( see enclosed map for area covered), a consolidate d report ,nay be

submitted covering these facilities or they may be reported separately.

In either case transactions b e tween facilities should be included, since
the Dept. of Defense has aske d us to collect data on all transactions
between one establishment and another.
We have endeavored to give complete explanations of the infor:-nation
requested in each section of the questionnaire. We would appreciate
your completing and returning it in the enclosed envelope by Oct. ?,
If this is .n ot feasible, or if you have questions on .:he information
requested, I urge you to call me for assistance at 863-2506.
You may be assured that the information provided will be held in strict
confidence and that only aggregated industry totals will be used in the
further analysis,
I appreciate your cooperation in this survey, and believe that these
results will prove to be of substantial value in the future industrial
and comnercial development of the Providence Metropolitan Area.
Sincerely,

Dr. Caleb A. Smith
Project Director
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Sent to all businesses
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Attleboro Areas
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Telephone 521-5000
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December 6,

ATTENTION:
Rhode Island Bus;ne3smen

; 966

_j

The Board of Directors of the Greater Providence Chamber of
Commerce has voted to assist the

Institute for Defe:,se Anal ysi s

study of the Greater Providence economy.

-

ln:ormRtion on

in a

y our ship -

-

,

ments and purcha s es during 1965 is being collected for the United
States Department of Defense and is urgently needed for Civil Defense
planning.
The importance of Ci v;I Defense planning to the Greater
Providence a rea a nd the nation as a whole need hardly be stressed.
The Chamber's Board of Directors has studied the JOA proposal
and concluded that the resu!ts may be of s;gnificant value in ou r industrial
promotion program ,
The data will be used to deve!op a detailed structure
of the Greater Prov i dence eccnomy and i !s relation to :he national economy.
The study is being conducted by the Economics Depa:--tment of Brown
Universily under the aus9,ces of :he U. S. Depa r·tment of De f ense.
Company returns will be held in stric: conf;dence with info :-mancn ,-eleased in
aggregate form on l •;.
Tne Chamber heartily enc'.c;--ses th is s;udy, not only
as a contribution 10 the nation's Civil Defense planning program, but as a
vital factor i;7 the development of this area.
_J

On behalf of tne Chamber·'s Board of Directors , I urge you to respond
promptly to the reque st fa ,- inf ormation on you r compan y's shipments and purchases.
The Chamber, along with local and state age!7cies, is mak;ng a
concentrated effort to develop more useful data about the Rhode Island economy,
and the JOA survey w:!: provide us wit h add i:i onal information to bette r serve
this state and make a valuab! e contribution to the we!fare of the Rh'3de Island
business community.
j

Sincerely you rs,

~£-1-idt_
Thomas L, Bat!le, Vic e President
Industrial Services Department

ACCREDITED

Rhode 1,1.cnd's Largest Accredired Chamber of Commerce

Cl'I .. MIIER OF C0"4MERCE

....J

J
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..__;
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sent to all businesses in
Pawtucket - Blackstone \lalley J\.rea

PAWTUCKET - BLACKSTONE VALLEY
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
33 SUMMe:A STRIEET, ,-AWTUCKST, A. I. 02M2

401-722-a400

October 26, 1966

The Pawtucket-Blackstone Valley Chamber of
Commerce has agreed to a ssist t h e Institute f or Defense
Analyses in a st udy of the Providence Metr opolitan Area
economy. The study will cons ist of a surve y involving
a questionnaire to be complete d by participating fi rms.
In the next few days you will recei v~ this questi onnaire
regarding your shipme nts an d purchases d uring 1965.
This information is bei ng collec.ted for the U. S. Department of Defense by Brown Unive r sity th rough Dr. Cal eb A.
Smith, Project Director an d is urgentl y needed for civil
defense planning.
The importance of civil defense planning to this area and the nation as a whole need · hardly
to be stressed.
While this is the prima r y purpose of this survey of the Provide nce Metropolitan Are a , this Chamber
has explored the effort and concluded that the results
may be of significant help in local as well as state
economic development progratnl!ling.
The d ata being requested will be used to develop a detailed structure o f
the Metropolitan area econom y and its r el at i onship to
the national economy . St ud ies of this kind have been
found to be most useful i n f urthering the d evelopment of
other metropolitan are as.
This survey is being conducted under the auspices of the U. S . Department of Defense and the individual company returns will be held in confidence by Brown
University and information will be released in aggregate
form only. The Chamber of Commerce heartily end orses
this study, not only as a contribution to national civil
defense planning, but as a genuine potential aid to the
development of the area.
We urge you to respond promptly to the request
for information on your company ship■ents and purchases
when you receive your copy of the form from ·Brown University, the subcontractor that is gathering the data for
this study.
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Memo to:

Attleboro Area Businesses in the
TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY

From:

Chamber of Commerce of the Attleboro Area

Subject:

GOVEF.NM'ENT SURVEY

7
You will find enclosed a questionaire from Dr. Caleb A. Smith
of Brown University.

-,
I

Professor Smith and the University are conducting this survey
for the Federal Government to assis~ in determining answers to
guide our economic growth and Civil Defense needs.

__,
--,

other segments of the Attleboro Area business and industry have
responded exceptionally well to their part of the survey!
We urge you to participate in this program and assist Dr, Smith
in any way you can.
Thank you for your anticipated cooperation.

William N. I-la rd
Executive Vice President

_J
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~ent to all business es
in Massachus etts
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND DEVELOPMENT
STATE OFFICE BUILDING
100 CAMBRtDGE STREET. 'BOSTON 02202
727-3218
JOHN A. VOLPE
OOVUIN01'

T. W. SCHULENBERG
COMMISSIONEft

August 1, 1966

-

......

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

The Massachusetts Department of Commerce and
Development is pleased to endorse the inter-industry study
conducted by the Department of Economics, Brown University, of Providence, Rhode Island under the supervision of
Professor Caleb A. Smith for the United States Department
of Defense.
We hereby authorize Professor Smith to solicit information from industries located within the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts and, respectfully urge Massachusetts industries to cooperate by filling out, as complete as possible, the questionnaire submitted to them.
I am certain that the results of the proposed inputoutput study will be most beneficial to several segments of
our economy.

5

Follow up letter
U N I V E R S IT Y

Providence, Rhode ls/mid• 02912

December 27,

-

1966

About three months a.go we sent you, on behalf of the United States
Department of Defense, a questionnaire on inter-industry relations. Since
the Department of Defense was pressing us for an early completion ·of ~~e
study, we requested· an early reply . I hope you were not discouraged f rom
replying because you felt it impos s ible to complete the questio nnaire in
the time alloted. In arr., event, thi,.•-c.Clllplet ion date for the study has
been postponed and we have been as ked to try to get more complete coverage
of enterprises in this area.
The Department of Defense urgently seeks this information in order to
supplement the available Census Data . for . an analysis of the metropolitan
area. As Ad Schmidt po_inted ou't in b.J,..s· letter · (a copy of which is enclosed),
this study of the area will also be us~f"ul locally. I adl sure -you realize
that the results of this study Will be valuable, not · on1y for new businesses
and businesses that plan expansion, but t o all existing businesses. This
information will be especially valuable in developing-new markets locally
an~ in encouragi ng the establishment of new
sources of
supply loca),].y.
,,
-~.
. ,_

We need your cooperation. I hope that you will complete the questionnaire and return it to us at your earliest convenience. As I mentioned in
my earlier letter, it is not necessary to compile exa.et dollar figures.
Estimates of the division of your purchases between groups of products and
between those purchased £com suppliers within the Providence Metropolitan
Area and those from outside will be satisfactory.
If you find it difficult to classify your purchases according to the
categories listed in Section III, use the blank lines at the end of 'the
section to list and describe your purchases using categories which you
find easier. If I need to, I will phone you to find out what you have
included in such categories.
I enclose another copy of the form.
call me at 863-2506.

If you have any questions, please
Sincerely,

Dr. Caleb A. Smith
Project Director

7

Sent with all questionnaires
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BAY

N

PROVIDENCE-PAWTUCKETWARWICK
STANDARD METROPOLITAN
STATISTICAL AREA
(Rhode Island - Massachusetts)
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Sent with construction questionna i res

2

Notes on the Input-Output Questionnatre

Tile questionnair e asks you to report on both construction p,:·. iP-place, and materials,
~mponents and services which you purchased.

In Section I

th e constr~ction put-in-place is

c lassified into new constructL ,1 n and repair and maintenance work, and then cress-classified
; whether it was situated within the Provid en ce SMSA (officially cal l ed the ProvidencePawtucket-Warwick, R .. I. - Mass. Standard Metropohtan Statisti cE. l Area) or elsewhere in
,e U. S , or outside of th e U. S ,
You may have to est im;:it e the geog raphical breakdown (especi.ali y i n Sections 111 & IV),
- ,t this breakdown:

within and out s ide the Providence SMSA is the crucial information
e

_ _; ,.1ght by the Depar tment of Dcft, nse.

Were it not for the n eed fo r this informat ion,

the

...,__ udy could have been made directl y f rom Census Bureau material s and we nee d not have
•thered you with this questio:rnaire
c overed by th e Provid ence SMSA .

A Sheet a ttached to these not es s~o~s the ar e a

s

As you wi ll see, the area includes Attleboro and No rth

tleboro and e i gh t Massachusetts to-.,ms. but ex clud es West e rl v and Ne•,port.
In Se ction II information t s so u gh t both on the percenta~e of ynur new construction
. t-in-place in 1965 tha t was residential, industrial and commercial, or gover nm ental, and
on the percenta ges of maint en anc e and r e pair construction in ea c ½ of th ese cat ego ries.
In Se ction III please classify yo ur purchases of mate!."ials, comp on e nts and supplies
... ,cording to the suggested product classifications and according to the geog raphical loca-'-on of your sourc P of s upply
ggested grnups,

Jf ycu purchase items which do ~ot fall into one of the

l tst ti1ern i.! th e bl~n1<. spac e s.

Please show it e rr.s received f rom whole-

'l!!.lers or reta _i lers separatelv from goods or s e rvices received di~ectly from the producer.
te that purchases which are capitalized on your books should not be shown in Section III.
In Sections III & IV amounts shown should repres e nt deliv ere d cost.
In Section IV please report purchases of fuel, electric energy, services (includin g
repair services), wages and salaries, taxes, depreciation, etc., and your expenditures on

-

,

pital account.

;ts

If you hav e any ques ti ons, don't hesitat e t o cal l us at 863 -2506.

9

Sent to construction enterprises
Budget Bureau No. 120-6603
(approval expires Dec. 31, 1966)

SURVEY OF INTER-INDUSTRY REIATIONS
Providence Metropolitan Area
(Providence-Pawtucket-Warvick, R. I. - Mass.
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area)

......

l

Individual company figures will not be revealed.
The final report of this study will contain only
figures for total industries consisting of at
least several individual iirms .

10
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IO 11 ·1 2
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE CONSTRUCTION I NDUSTRY

SE CTI ON I
GENERAL I NFORMATI ON

FI RM NAME : _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

STREET ADDRESS: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _TELEPH0t,:E : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
NAME OF PERSON COHPLETING QUE STIONNAIRE: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1.

What was the dollar val u e of construction by your f aciliti es i n the Providenc e
Me t ropolitan Area for th e years and categories indicated ? Include the value
of subcontracts let by your firm. Include here as well as in Sec tion IVE
a n y value of construction done by your firm for your own facilities .
A.

1963
(i n thousands
of dollars)

New Constructi on
Put - In-Place* in:
Providence Metropolitan Ar ea

$ _ _ _ _ __

$_ _ _ _ _ _

Rest of U.S . and Foreign

$ _ _ _ _ __

$ _ _ _ _ __

$ _ _ _ _ __

$ _ _ _ _ _ __

Providence Metropolitan Area

$ _ _ _ _ __

$ _ _ _ _ __

Re s t of U. S. and Foreign

$ _ _ _ _ __

$_ _ _ _ _ _

$ _ _ _ _ __

$ _ _ _ _ _ __

Subtotal
B.

r
r

1965
(in thousands
of dollars)

Maintenanc e an<l R~pair
Construction in :

Subto ta l
C.

To t al, All Construction

$ _ _ _ _ __

$ _ _ _ _ __

D.

Pe r ce nt (or dollar value) done by
Sub- Contra ct o rs

%_______

%_ _ _ _ __

;ill

l

i

r

* Th e "va lue of construction put - in - place" repre s en t s materials, payrolls, prof i t,
ove rhea d, architectural and engineering services, excavation and demolition cos t s
direc t ly associated with the construction of new faciliti es or alterations and
additions for the years request~d regardle ss of the beginning and terminal dates
o f the contract.

11
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IO 11-12
SECTION II
1.

In Section I you showed the new construction and the maintenance and repair
construction done in 1965 in the Providence Metropolitan Area. Below please
show the percentages of the value falling into each of the following categories:
1965
Construction in the Provid ence
Metropolitan Area
Maintenance
and Repair

New

Residential

_______%

_ _ _ _ _%

Industrial and Connnercial

_ _ _ _ _%

_ _ _ _ _%

State and Local Government

_ _ _ _ _%

-------%

Federal Government

_ _ _ _ _ _%

_______%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

Other (specify)

100

TOTAL

2.

%

What was the value of subcontracts.!!! by your firm for 1965 to:
1965 Value
(in thousands
of dollars)

A. Contractors located in the Providence
Metropolitan Area?

$_ _ _ _ __

B. Contractors located in the rest of the
U.S. and foreign countries?

$_ _ _ _ _ _

C. Total

$ _ _ _ _ __

100

%

J
J
l
l
~7

_JI
7
•

J

II

J

J
J
J
J
l
I

•

j
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IO 11-12

SECTION III
PURCHASES OF COMPONENTS AND SUPPLI ES
(Do not inc l ude i t em s pu rchas ed for you r own capital ~q uipment)

Schedul e for the Const ruction Industry - SIC 15. 16 , 17
This section of the q uestionnaire deals with purch ases wh ic h
you made of c onstr uctio n materials, c o mponents , supplies and repair pares ·
(A) from pr o du cers in the Providence SMSA (either direct or through brokers)
(B) from wholesal ers o r retailers in the Provid ence SMSA and
(C) from all kinds of suppliers who are l oc at e d outside t he Providence SMSA
whether in the rest of the United States or in foreign co11ntries. Purchases
made through a broker should be r eported in column A it th e prod uce was p roduced in the Prov idence SMSA, and i n column C if it was produced i. n ch e r es t
of the United Scat es or in a fo r eig n coun tr y . The prod uces lis t ed b elow are
those most widely purchased by the constru cti on industry as raw materials,
compon en ts and supplies fo r n ew c o nstruction and maintenanc e and repair cons truction as well as maintenance and operating supplies . The list is by no
means exhaustive and if you purchased products which do not fall into th ese
classifications , please list the oroducts in t he blank spaces on the nex t
page a lo n g with th e dollar amount of purc hases fo r 1965 . Use ei ther the
product classifications o n the e nc losed sheet o r give deta il ed -descripti o ns
of the products. Purchases amounting to less than o n e percent of yo ur t o tal
purchas es from that cat egor y of supolier may be indicated by the l e tter Z
instead of the dollar amount. All purchases shoul d be report ed at d e liv e red
cost. If it is not feasible to include t ransportation and warehousing cost,
please indicate when these are e xcluded .

l -

Purchas es in l965 ~i n thousands of dollars),·,
From
C . From
~ Fcom
p r oducer in wholesaler
rest of
)h Total
Provid ence
ur
u. s. and
retailer
fo r e i g n*'''
(sum
SMSA
(dir e ctly
(directly
in
of
Providence or th rough
or through
A, ll
and c2
broke r}
b r oker}
SMSA

A.

L .

No.

Product Detail

2 Mi sc. agricultural products (unprocess e d)
incl. landscapin g materials (trees, plants,
sod, loam, etc.)
9 Quarry products & sand, gravel, clay, e tc.
Incl. gyp sum, mica, native asphalt, pumice,
talc, soapstone, n atural abrasives & gems

*

Purchases s hould be r eported at delivered cost. (If it is not feasible to inc lude transport and warehousing costs, please indicate when thes e are exclud ed . )
For purchases from outside the Prov i dence SMSA it is not nec essary co distinguish between
purchases from producers and those from wholesalers and retailers.
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PURCHASES OF.COMPONENTS AND SUPPLIES (continued)
Product De tall

A

B,

c.

D.

20 Lumber & wood products except containers
Incl. cut timb e r. veneer. plvwood. cork &
particleboard; prefab. bldgs. & members
22 Household furniture incl. mattresses
(report only uncapitalized purch ases)
23 Other furniture & fixtures exc ept electric
(report only uncapitalized purchases)
24 Pap er & allied products except containers
Incl. pulp & pulp goods; cellophane etc.
bags. Exe. carbon & light sensitive papers
27 Ch emicals exc. plastic materials, drugs, e tc.
Incl. oil & water treatin g & waterproofing
comp .; gum & wood chem. ; glue; explosives;
printing ink; pigments . Food color in #14
30 Paints & allied prod. incl. putty & sealers
31 Petroleum products; asphalt paving , roofing,
roofing cement; packaged fuel of all kinds
(report only uncapitalized purchases here)
32 Fabricated rubber & plastic products
35 Glass & glass products incl. textile fibers
Lenses are in #63 & insulation is in #36
36 Cement, lime & concrete; stone, clay, gypsum,
asbestos & abrasive prod. incl. steam packing, boiler & pipe covering & mineral wool
37 Steel mill & foundry products & forgings
38 Nonferrous metal mill & foundry prod ucts &
forgings; alumina; insulated wire
7

40 Plumbing fittings & fix.; heating equip. exc .
electric; fabricated structural metal prod.
Indus. process furnaces & ovens are in #49
42 Misc. fabricated metal prod.; ele ctroplat ing,
plating, anodizing & engraving. Incl. hand
tools, cutlery, springs & wire products

7

45 Construction, mining & oilfield machinery
& equipment (uncapitalized pa rts, etc.,
only)

14
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-
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IO 11-12

PURCHASES OF COMPONENTS AND SUPPLIES (Cbntinued)
Product De tail

A.

46 Materials handling machin e r y & eq uipm ent
Incl. elevators. e scalat o rs. auto lifts .
,:o nv eyors, cranes, hoi.sts, indus. tract ors
49 Uns pecialized industrial ma=h inery & equip .
In cl . ball bearings, blowers, compressors ,
pumps; me chanical power transm issi on equip .
52 Air conditioners & service indus try machi nes
Incl. industrial vacuum cleaners; dispens ing pumps; automatic merchand izing mach .
53 El e ctric transmission & distribution eq uip.;
motors, generato rs & co ntrols; measuring &
test equipment; carbon & g raphite products
54 Hous ehold appliances
55 Electric li ghting & wiring e quipment, bulbs
& t ube s; nonelectric lighting eq uipment
62 Watches & clocks; medical, su r gical, dental,
engineering & lab instruments, eq uipment &
measuring & control devic es exc . opthalmic

15

B.

c.

D.

IO 11-12
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PURCHASES OF Ca-!PONENTS AND SUPPLIES (Continu ed )
Product Detail

A

B,

c.

D.

'I

.. l
- I
I
I

,I

.......

7

I

__j

l

'i

_J

J
Office supplies not shown elsewhere
Auto & truck parts for repairs by your workers
Gas, oil, tires, etc. for auto & truck oper.

. -,

TOTAL PURCHASES OF
MATERIALS, COMPONENTS & SUPPLIES
PURCHASES OF GOODS FOR RESALE

16
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IV.

PURCHASES OF FUELS AND SERVICES, OTHER COSTS,
AND CAPl TAL EXPENDITURES.

IO 11-12

Please report ocher purchases and costs as detailed below.
Purchases in 1965 (in th ousands of dollars)
h From
_IL,_ F ,or. th e
Suppliers
Rest o f U.S . g_,_ To tal
and
(Sum of A
in
Fo r e ign
and B)
Providence
SMSA

A. Fuels and El e ctric Energ v - To tal
Coal and Coke
Gas (natural & mfg .)
Fuel Oil and other fuels from petroleum
(excl . for motor ve hicles)
Electric energy
B. Purchased Se rvices - Total
Transportation and wareho u sing charges :
1. On incoming shipments
2 . On outgoing shipments
Communications (telephone, telegraph, etc.)
Advertising
Water and sanitary s e rvic e s
Insurance and financial charges
(incl. interest)
Rent
Business services (inc. credit reporting,
legal, engineering, architectural,
accounting, management consulting,
data processing, etc.)
Cost of auto and truck repair done by
outside repair shop
Research and development done on fee
or contract basis
Services to buildings by outside contractor
(window cleaning, j anitorial, exterminating,
po~t~ble t o ilets, e tc.)
a. To your own faciliti e s
b. To buildings built for others

17

IV.

PURCHASES OF FUELS AND SERVICES, OTHER COSTS,
AND CAPITAL EXPENDITURES (continued)

IO 11-12

Purchas es in 1965 (in thousands of dollars)
k From
ll...,_ From the
Suppliers
Rest of U.S. C. Total
and
(Sum of A
in
Foreign
and B)
Providence
SMSA
C. Contract Repair and Maintenanc e on your Facilities
(If capitalized, report in Sectio n E)
1. Repair to buildings and structures
(repair construction)
a. By other contract ors
b. By own work force

2. Equipment r epair by outside contrac t ors
(If done by your own work force, show par ts
and suppli es as purchases in Section III
and wages as part of D below.)

D. Other Costs

Costs accrued for 1965 (in thousands of dol lars)

1. Wages & salari es

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

2. Business travel and entertainment

3. Taxes:
a. Local property taxes and license fees
b. Manufacturers' excise taxes

4. Depreciation on plant

& equipment

Purchas es i n 1965 ( in thousands of do llars)
k F rom
!!.:_ Prom the
Suppliers
Rest of U.S. C. Total
in
and
(Sum of A
Providence
Foreign
and B)
SMSA
E. Capital Expenditures for your own Facilities
(Exclude value of land and
used equipment purchases)

_J

1. Construction (plant and other)
a. By contractors
b. By own work force
2. Equipment (delivered cost)
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SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTIONNAIRE
for
Sand and Gravel Pit Operators and Crushed and Broken St one Producers
(Note: The government regards these acti v ities as minin g .
We have been asked to report separately on these activities.)

.,

Please include sales and purchases associated with your sand and
gravel pit operations and / or crush ed and broke n stone prod u c tion
both here and in the regular construction industry qu es ti onnai re .
Fsr _e,,:. of
1965 sal es to
Thousands of dollars

1963

1965

e nte rp rj3 Cs
in Pr cvi, ! ·r,.·e
SMSA.

Value of sand and gravel sold to others
Value of crushed and broken stone sold to others
Value of sand and gr avel used on own contracts
Value of crushed and broken stone
used on own contracts
Value of sand and g ravel purchased from others
Value of crushed and broken stone
purchased f rom others

1965 Purchases of supplies, fuel and selected equipment for
sand and gravel pit and crush ed and broken stone operations:

From supp liers From sup p li e rs
in Prov idence
in rest of V-S~
and fore ig n
SMSA
Thousands of do~iars

Paper and paper products includin g bags
Gasoline, diesel fuel and other petroleum products
Rubber and plastic products including belts
Iron and steel beams, sheets, p lates, castings and fo rgings
c:onstruc tion machine ry except belt conveyors:
uncapitalized repair parts
capitalized purchases
1strial type machinery includin g belt conveyors:
uncapitalized repair purchases
capitalized purchas es
A scec - d copy of Section IV of the construction ques ti onnaire is attached co this sheet.
If it . s feasibl e we woul d greatly appreciate receiving any oi the information requested
in t ha~ section which i s availabl e separat ely for you r sand and gravel and crushed and
broken s tone operati o ns on this copy of the form and the information for yo ur e nt ire
operations on th e copy that is part of the main questionnaire .
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY

- 'I

SE~TION I

I

GENERAL INFORMATION
•. I

Firm name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Street address: _________________________________

j

City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Telephone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Location of establishment: ____________________________
Name of person completing questionnaire: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

What were the total dollar receipts for your operations for the categories and
years indicated?

1963

Receipts from:
Freight Shipments:
a. , Outgoing from Providence SMSA*

$_ _ _ __

$_ _ _ __

$ _ _ _ __

$ _ _ _ __

$ _ _ _ __

$_ _ _ __

$_ _ _ __

$_ _ _ __

$_________

$_ _ _ __

$_ _ _ __

$_ _ _ __

Freight Forwarding

$_ _ _ __

$ _ _ _ __

Other

$_ _ _ _ _

$ _ _ _ __

$_ _ __

$ _ _ _ __

c.

Within Providence SMSA*

Warehousing

&

_,

I

$_ _ _ __

Incoming to Providence SMSA*

!

196S

$_ _ _ __

b.

. 'I

Storage

Passenger Movements
Other Transportation Services:
Stevedoring Services

·1

J

Tug & Towing Operations

All other receipts (sales of product, leasing
or renting of property, etc.)

lI
_J

Total

-

*

$ _ _ _ __

$_ _ _ __

See enclosed map for area included in Providence SMSA.
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SECTION II:

l

RECEIPTS FROM FREIGHT MOVEMENTS AND WAREHOUSING
1965

Section II covers receipts for freight movements and warehousing by product groups by your Providence SMSA facilities.
We realize that it would be very difficult for you, in most cases, to compile your receipts on an accounting basis
both by product groups and by type of movement. We urge you to make the best estimates you can and assure you they wil 1
be helpful in developing the picture of the Providence SMSA the Defens e Department wants. We ask that you estimate
receipt s for handling each product cate gory divided into freight un inbound shipments, on outbound shipments, on shipments within the Providence SMSA and rec e ipts from wareh ous in g; we also ask you to estimate by product groups th e
perc ent of charges which were paid by firms l ocated withi n th e Providence SMSA (see enclosed map for area covered).
It will be most helpful to us if you identi fy proJuct gro ups by the categories shown on th e encl osed sheet which
gives brief descriptions and th e ICC codes to which the groups are generally related,
Total r e ceipts for incoming shipments, outgo ing s hipm ents, e tc. should eq ual amounts shm, n for 1965 in Section I.

Product
N

-= '.':"" f'_l!£..:.

OUTbOUND SHIPMENTS
Total
Percent
Receipts
Paid by
( thousands
Providence
of rlollars2 SMSA Firms

INBOUND SHIPHENTS
Total
Percent
Receipt s
Paid by
(thousands Providence
of dollars2_ SMSA Firms

SHIPMENTS WITHIN
PROVIDENCE SMSA
Total
Percent
Rec eipts
Paid by
(thousands Providence
of dollars) SMSA Firms

WAREHOUSING AKD STORAGC
Percent
Total
Paid by
Receipts
Providence
(thousands
of dollars) SMSA Firms

f-----'

------ ----

Total

xxxxx

xxxxx

lOO(}. ..

xxxxx
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SECTION III

i

• I

PURCHASES OF SUPPLIES AND COMPONENTS
(Do not include capital equipment purchases.)
Schedule for the Transportation Industry - SIC

40-47

This section of the questionnaire deals with purchases which you made of Components,
Supplies and Repai r Pares from (A) producers in th e Providence SMSA, (B) from wholesalers
or retailers in the Provid ence SMSA, and (C) from all ki nds of suppliers who are located
outside the Providence SMSA, whethe r in the rest of th e Uni ted States o r in foreign
countries. Purchases ma de through a broke r should be reported in column A if the produ ct
was manufactur ed in the Providence SMSA, and in column C if it was manufactured in the
rest of the United Stat es, or in a foreign country. The products list ed below are th ose
most widely purchased by membe rs of the transportation industry as supplies and for maintenance (excluding capitalized purchases). The list is by no means exhaustive and if you
purchased products which do not fall into these classifications, please list the products
in the blank spaces on th e next page alon g with the dollar amount of the purchases fo r
1965. Use either the product classifications on the enclosed sheets o r give detailed
descriptions of the products. Purchases amounting to less than one pe rcent of your total
purchases fr om tha t category of supplier may be indicated by the letter "Z" instead of the
dollar amount. All purchases should be reported at delivered cost. I f it is not feasible
to include transportation and warehousing costs, pl ease indicate when these are excluded.
Purchases in 1965 (thousands of dolla rs)*
.!L:_ From
£..:. From
·Q.,_ Total
(sum
producer in wholesaler rest of
or
U.S. and
A, B
Providence
retailer
and C)
foreign**
SMSA
(directl y
(directly
in
or through
Providence or through
broker)
SMSA
broker)

A. From

Product Detail
32 Fabricated rubber and plastic products
(including tires and tub es)
56 Radio, television & communication equipment
Incl. public address systems; radar, sonar,
heat & light sensing equip .; electronic
navigational equipment; phonograph records
58 Batteries, X-ray apparatus & electrical
equipment for internal combustion engines
59 Parts for motor vehicles exc. motorcycles
Incl. misc. accessories but excludes tires &
tubes, glass, radios & electrical equipment
& parts
60 Aircraft equip. & parts exc. instruments
& electrical system components

R:.....JL Please report purchases of lubricants, gasoline or other fuels and items on which you
will show depreciation on your books in Section IV;
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PLEASE DO NOT REPORT THEM HERE.

- 7

-· J

SECTION III

(Continued)
Purchases in 1965 ( thousands of dollars)*
A. From
.!1...:,_ From
h From
producer in wholesaler rest of
_!2.:. Total
(sum
Providence
or
U.S. and
of
SMSA
r e tailPr foreign**
(directly
in
(directly
A, B
or through
Providence or through and C)
broker)
SMSA
broker)

Product Detail
61 Components & parts for other transportation
equip.(motorcycles, railroad locomotives &
cars, ships, boats)
Other:
Packaging and shipping supplies not
shown elsewhere
Office supplies not shown elsewhere

TOTAL PURCHASES OF MATERIALS, COMPONENTS AND
SUPPLIES
PURCHASES OF GOODS FOR RESALE
N. B.
*

=

Please report purchases of lubricants, gasoline or other fuels and items on ~hich yo u
will show depreciation on your books in Section IV; PLEASE DO NOT REPORT TI EM HERE.

Purchases should be reported at delivered cost. (If it is not feasible to incl, de
transport and warehousing costs, please indicate when these are excluded.)
For purchases from outsi de the Providence SMSA it is not necessary to distingui : n be tween
purchases from producers and those from wholesalers and retailers.
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IV.

PURCHASES OF FUELS AND SERVICES, OTHER COSTS
AND CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

Please report other purchases and costs as detailed below.

-/
I

Purchases in 1965 (in thousands of dollars)
A. From
B. From
S~pliers. i;;"st of U.S. C. Total
and
(Sum of A
in
and B)
Providence
Foreign
SMSA

A. Fuels and Electric Energy - Total

l

7

Coal and Coke

-

l

Gas (natural & mfg.)
Gasoline, deisel fuel, lubricants
and other petroleum products
Electric energy

B. Purchased Services - Total

- j

Transportation and warehousing charges:
1. On incoming shipments
2.

7
.!

On outgoing shipments

Tug and towing services

-'

Stevedoring services
Communications (telephone, telegraph, etc.)
Packing and crating services

..J
Advertising

f

Water and sanitary services

I

.J

Insurance and financial charges
(incl. interest)

7

Rent

_J

Business services (inc. credit reporting,
legal, engineering, architectural,
accounting, management consulting,
data processing, etc.)

J
_...,'
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IV.

PURCHASES OF FUELS AND SERVICES, OTHER COSTS
AND CAPITAL EXPENDITURES (continued)
Purchas es in 1965 (in thousands of dollars)
A. From
B. From
Rest of U.S . C. Total
Suppliers
and
in
(~m of A
Providence
Foreign
and B)
SMSA

~ost of repairs done by
outside repair shop :
a. On you r autos and trucks

L

b. On your aircraft
c. On your ships
Res earch and development done on fee
or contract basis
C. Contra ct Repair and Maintenance
(If capitalized, repor t in Section D)
1. Repai r to buildings and structures
(repair construction)

,

.....

2. Services to buildings
(window cleaning, janitorial,
exterminating, etc .)
3. Equipment r epair
D. Cap i tal Ex penditures
(Exclud e value of land and
us ed equipment purchases)
1. Construction (plant and other)
a. By Contractors
b. By own work fo rce
2. Equipment (installed cost)
Costs accru ed in 1965 (in thousands of do llar s)

E. Othe r Costs
1. Wages & salaries

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

2. Business travel and entertainment
3. Taxes:
a . Local property taxes
a nd license fee s
b . Exci se taxes
4. Depreciation on plant

&

equipmen t

25

PRO.DUCT CLASSIFICATION FOR SECTION II
Note:

A statement in the description below that certain things ar e included, does not mean that

they are the principal items in that classification.
Components, that is the partially fabricated or assembled items of a category, are included in the
category unless exp ressly excluded or listed in a nother catego ry, but the basic constituents of
the product are not usually part of the category.
The ICC commodity classes not ed for each product class are suggestive. Not all thin gs in the
given ICC commodity classes are in the product class and most product classes include products
not in the I~~ commodity classes noted under them.

l Unprocessed livestock, poultry, milk

18 Apparel incl. furs; knitting mill products
Incl. cut materials & apparel components,
but findings & trimmings are in # 19
ICC 729

2 Other agricultural products (unprocessed)
ICC 1-13, 25-29, 33 -37, 43, 49, 53-71,

19 Misc. fab ricated textile products & services
Incl. canvas prod. & textile bags; apparel

& eggs
Exel. bottled milk, butt er, cheese , meat &
dressed poultry which ar e all in #14
ICC 201-213, 223, 227, 235

77-89, 97-199

findings; curtains

ICC 725
3 Forestry & fishery products {unprocessed)

ICC 243

5 Iron

20 Lumber & wood products except containers
Incl. cut timber, veneer, plywood, cork &
particleboard; prefab. bldgs. & members
ICC 401 -411, 415, 499 , 677-681, 703

6 Nonferrous metal o r es incl. va nadium

21 Wooden containers (boxes, barrels , crates)
Incl. wirebound & veneer, plywood & splin t
containers & shook. Cooperage stock in #20
ICC 413, 781

& ferroalloy ores exc. vanadium
Incl, raw & beneficiated nickel, manganese,
tungsten, chromite, columbite & iron ores
ICC 309, 319 {part)

ICC 311-317, 319 (part)

7 Coal

22 Household furniture incl. mattresses
ICC 715, 717

8 Crude petroleum; natural & liquified gas

23 Other furniture & fixtures except electric
ICC 715, 717

& lignite
ICC 301-305

ICC 337
9 Quarry products & sand, gravel, clay, etc.

Incl. gypsum, mica, native asphalt, pumice,
talc, soapstone, natural abrasives & gems
ICC 323-333, 399
10 Minerals for chemicals & fertilizers
Incl. sulfur, rock salt, barite, fluorspar,
phosphate rock; potash, soda & boron salts
ICC 321, 341-345
13 Ordnance & accessories
Incl. completely assembled missiles & space
vehicles, but components are in #60
ICC 619, 629, 631
14 Food & kindred products incl. animal feeds
Incl. ice; animal & vegetable oils & fats;
alcoholic & nonalcoholic beverages; candy
ICC 15-23, 39, 41, 45, 47, 73, 75 {part)
91-95, 215-221, 225, 229-233, 239,
245, 299, 5)1-517, 521, 745-767, 773
t5 Tobacco products
ICC 31, 775, 777

16 Broad & narrow woven fabrics; ya rn & thread
ICC 727, 731, 733
17 Misc. textiles ; lace, fel t , scoured & combed
wool & tops, rugs & carpets exc. hard surf.;
coated fab. exc. rubberized; twine & cord
ICC 237, 713, 723, 735

24 Paper & allied products except containers
Incl. pulp & pulp good s; cellophane etc .
bags, exc . carbon & ligh t sens1t1ve papers
ICC 653-665, 669-67J, 675 (part)
25 Paperboard & fiber containers & boxes
ICC 783, 783
26 Products of printing & publishing industry
I.CC 66 7

27 Chemicals exc. plastic materials, drugs, etc.
Incl. oil & water trea ting & waterproofing
comp.; gum & wood chem.; glue; ex pl osives;
printing ink; pigments. Food color in #14
ICC 417, 509, 519, 527-545
28 Plastic materials incl. synthetic rubber &
synthetic fibers except glass
ICC 523, 551
29 Drugs, soap & other cleaning & toilet prep .
Incl. perfumes & cosmetics; deterg ents;
wetting agents, emulsi fiers & penetrants
ICC 553, 769
30 Paints & allied prod. incl. putty & sealers
ICC 547
31 Petrol eum products; asphalt paving, ro o fing,
roofing cement; packaged fuel of all kinds
ICC 339, 501 - 507
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QUESTI ONNAI RE FOR WHOLE SALE TRADE ESTABLISHMENTS

.

.;

SECTI ON I

'

.

GENERAL I NFORMATION
FI RM NAME: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

STREET ADDRESS _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _TELEPHONE : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
NAME OF PERSON COMPLETING QUESTIONNAIRE : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
7

1.

Total Sales (in thousands of dollars) :

Note:

2.

1963

$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1965

$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Sales f i gures should be reported FOB warehouse, excluding transportation
charges. (If it is not fe asib le to exclude transportation charges, please
indicate when thes e are included in the sales values.)

Type of operation:
_ _ _Merchant wholesaler
_ _ _Manufacturer's sal e s branch
_ _ _Agent or broker

I....J

Other '(specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

L

3,

Total purchases of merchandise for resale
(in thousands of dollars) :

1963

$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1965

$_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

L..,

4.

Total purchases in 1965 of :
Packaging and shipping supplies

$_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Office supplies

$_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Au t o and Truck Parts for r e pairs by your worker s

$_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Ga s , o i l , tires, etc . , for auto and truck aper.

$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

7
~

Note:

Purchases should be reported at delivered cost. (I f i t is not feasibl e to includ e
transportati on and ware housin g costs, please indicate when these ar e excluded . )
Purchases of fu"ls, elec tric energy, transportation and othe r st!rvices and capital
equipment should be reported in Section IV.
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II. DISTRIBUTION OF SALES
1965
This section of the questionnaire deals with your sales of merchandise. Section III deals with your purchases.
Please divide your sales and purchases into the same product categories. If you wish you may use the product
categories shown on the sheet accompanying the questionnaire. For each category please distribute the sales
according to whether the customer is located (A) within the Providence Metropolitan Area (see accompanying map)
or (B) elsewhere in the United States or in foreign countries. For sales to customers within the Providence
Metropolitan Area, please show the percentage sold to "retailers," to "other wholesalers," to "private households" purchasing for their own consumption needs, and to "others" which includes manufacturers, other nonretailing businesses, schools, hospitals, etc. Th e total sales figure should agree with that reported in
Section I for 1965.
A.
1965 SALES to Providence SMSA Customers
Total (in
thousands
of dollars)

Product
Grou.E....__

Retailers

Other
Wholesalers

XXX

XXX

Private
Households

B
All Other
SALES
(Rest of U.S.
and for e ign)

Others

C
~al
SALES
(Sum of
A & B}

t0
CX>

~

Total Sales

l -)

I...

L _.J

,
I..

__J

.._

__ _

LJ

L__~

\

. ----..:

XXX

'

I

~ ----1

XXX

'

----~J

L____ J

L-

______ ..J

.J

I

I

L----'

SECTION III
PURCHASES OF MERCHANDISE FOR RESALE
(Do not include supplies or capital equipment purchases .)

This section of the questionnaire deals with PURCHASES of items which you bou ght
for resale as report ed in Section II. These purchases should be distributed according
to the location of the manufacturer of the produce, that is (A) within the Providenc e
Met.opolitan Area, or (B) el s ewhe r e in the United States or in furei~n countries.
(Purchas es made throu gh a broker , manufacturers' sales branches or another whoh,saler
should be distributed in the same manner -- if the item was manufactured in the Provi dence Metropolitan Area, it should be included in column A; othen.ise, it should b e
included in column B). Please retain t he product g rouping you used in Sec tion II.
Total purchases of items for resale should be consistent with the total you repor ted
in Section I.
f'

'

.

Number of
Product
Group
(See Section II2

1965 Purchases of It ems fo r Resale {in thousands of dollars 2
A.
B.
C.
From
Producers in
Providen ce SMSA

From re s t of
U.S. and foreign
$

L..

f

L
I...

f

!

Total
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Total
(Sum of A and B2

. I
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IV.

PURCHASES OF FUELS AND SERVICES, OTHER COSTS,
AND CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

Please report other purchases and cos ts as detail e d below.

I

_J

7

Purchas es in 1965 (in thousands of dollars)
A. From
!!.._ From the
Suppli ers
Rest of U.S. g_,_ Tota 1
and
(Sum of A
in
a nd B)
Foreign
Providence
SMSA

A. Fuels and Electric Energy - Total
Coal and Coke
Gas (natural & mfg.)

Fuel Oil and othe r f uels from petroleum
(excl. gas & oil for moto r vehicle s
which was report ed in Section I)
Electric energy
B. Purchas ed Services - Total
Transportation and war ehousing charge s:
1. On incoming shipments
2. On outgoing shipments
Communications (telephone, telegraph, etc.)
Advertising
Water and sanitary services
Insurance and financial charges
(incl. interest)
Rent
Business services (inc. credit reporting,
legal, engineering , a rchitectural,
accounting, management consulting,
data processing , et c.)

-

Cost of auto and truck repair done by
outside repair shop
Research and development done on fee
or contract basis

,,... 'J

'I

-..J

\

.._J
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IV.

PURCHASES OF FUELS AND SERVICES, OTHER COSTS,
AND CAPITAL EXPENDITURES (continued)

Purchases in 1965 (in thousands of dollars )
h From
B. From the
Suppliers
Rest of U.S. C. Total
and
in
(Sum of A
Providence
For eign
and B)
SMSA
C.

Contract Repa ir and Maintenance
(If uncapitaliz ed, r epo rt in Section E)
1. Repair to buildings and structures
(repair construction)
2. Services to buildings

(window cleaning, janitorial,
exterminating, e tc.)

3. Equipment repair
D.

Other Cost s

1. Wages

&

Cost s accrued in 1965 ( in th ousands of dollars )
salaries

xxxx

XX.XX

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

2. Business travel and e ntertainment
3. Taxes:
a. Local property taxes
and license fees
b, Manufacturers' exc ise taxes

4. Depreciation on plant & equipment

Purchases in 1965 (in thousands of dollars)
~ From
B. From th e
Suppliers
Rest 0f u.S . C. Total
and
(Sum of A
in
Providence
Foreign
and B)
SMSA
E.

Capital Expend itur e s
(Exclude value of land and
us d equipment purchases )
1. Construc tion (plant and other)
a. By Contractors
b. By own work fo rc e
2. Equipment (install ed cost)

. .....,
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MANUFACTURING QUESTIONNAIRES

The cover; Part I, Gen eral Informa.tion; Part II , Di stribution
of Sales; and Pa rt IV, Pur chase of Fuels and Servi ces , Other Cost s ,
and Cap ital Expenditures are i dentical for all of the manufa cturing
questionnair es .

.....
'

Included here is one complete questionnaire and

a Part III for each of the remaining 12 types.

.......

l..i

......,

......
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Sent with manufacturing questionnaires

Notes on the Input-Output Questionnaire
The questionnaire asks you to report on both goods and services
shipped and goods and s e rvices received,

The information is classified

by industry of destination and cross-classified by wh e ther the destination (or source) was within the Providence SMSA (officially called the·
Providence-Pawtucket-Warwick, R. I. - Mass. Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area) or elsewhere in the U. S. or outside of the

u.

S.

A sheet attached to these notes shows the area covered by the

Providence SMSA.

As you will see the area includes Attleboro and North

Attleboro and eight Massachusetts towns but excludes Westerly and Newport
as well as 14 towns in southern and western Rhode Island .
To assist you in classifying products we have also attached a
special sheet giving definitions of the products according to the industrial classification we have been asked to use.

This classification is

the one used in the input-output stud y of the United States made by the
U.S. Dept.

of Commerce.

follow this classification.

1

The Dept. of Defense has asked that our study
If you produce or purchas e produces which

do not seem to fall into any of the classes shown, please call us at
863-2506 so we can help you determine the cor=ect industrial classifi-

r

cation.
The four section& of the questionnaire are similar but the differ-

,,

ences are great enough to warrant separate discussion of their details.

.-.,

Section I.

e

You are asked to report your sales by the 5 digit SIC product

classifications you have used in reporting to the U. S. Bureau of the

,..

Census.

If you do not know the SIC product numbers for the things you

produce, describe the product in some detail.
t"
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- 1

Section II.
You are asked to show the dollar amount of sales by the industrial
destination or th e type of final consumption for sales within the Provi-

-

dence SMSA and your total sales outside the Providence SMSA (both in th e
rest of the U.S. and in foreign countries.

In Sections I & II the fig-

ures should be reported f.o,b. plant including manufacturer's excise
taxes.
Section III.
You are asked to classify your purchases of raw materials, components and supplies according to the industrial classification of the

-

items received and according to the geographical location of your source
of supply.

(Note that the classification is by the items, not by the

industry of the producing establishment.)

You are asked to show items

received from wholesalers or retailers separately from goods or services
received directly from the producer.

Note that purchases which are capi-

talized on your books should not be shown in Section III.

In Sections

III & IV amounts shown should represent landed cost.

Section IV
You are asked to report here purchases of fuel, electric energy,

services (including repair services), wages and salaries, taxes, depreciation, etc., and your expenditures on capital account.

-
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BLACKSTONE

MASS .
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R . I.

ZI

z
~

BURRILLV I LLE

I

I

COVENTRY

NARRAGANSETT
BAY

N

-

PROVIDENCE-PAWTUCKETW ARWICK
STANDARD METROPOLITAN
STATISTICAL AREA

(Rhode Island - Massachusetts)
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1
PRODUCT CI.ASSIFICATION FOR INPUT SECTION
(Section III of the Questionnaire)

Note:

A statement in the description below that certain things are included, does
not mean that they are the principal items in that clas sifica tion.

Components, that is the partially fabricated or assembled items of a category, are
included in the category unles s expressly excluded or listed in another category,
but the basic constituents .of the product are not usually part of the category .
1 Unprocessed livestock, poultry, milk & eggs
Exel. bottled milk, butter, cheese, meat
& dressed poultry which are all in #14

17 Misc. textiles; lace, fe lt, s cou red & combed
wool & tops, ru gs & carpets exc . hard surf.;
coated fab. exc. rubberized; twine & cord

2 Other agricultural products (unprocessed)

18 Apparel incl. furs; knit tin g mill products
Incl. cut materials & apparel components,
but findings & tri!!1111ings are in # 19

3 Forestry & fishery products (unproce ssed)
Incl. finfish, shel l fish; s tanding timber,
tree seedlings & seeds. Cut timber is #20
4 Agricultural, forestry & fishing services
Incl. cotton ginning, grist mil ls, e tc.
5 Iron & ferroall oy ores except vanadium

Incl. raw & beneficiated nicke l, manganese,
tungsten, chromite, columbite & iron ores
6 Nonferrous metal ores incl. vanadium; metal
mining services (ferrous & nonferrous)
7 Coal & lignite & related .mining services

_,

19 Misc. fabricated textile products & services
Incl. stitching for the trade; canvas prod.
& text ile bags; apparel findings; curtains
20 Lumber & wood products except containers
Incl. cut timber, veneer, plywood, cork &
particleboard; prefab . bldgs. & members
21 Wooden containers (boxes, barrels, crates)
Inc 1. wire bound & veneer, plywood & splint
containers & shook. Cooperage stock in #20
22 Household furniture incl . mattress es
(report only uncapitalized purchases)

8 Crude petroleum; natural & liquified gas
9 Quarry products & sand, gravel, clay, etc.
Incl. gypsum, mi ca, native asphalt, pumice,
talc, soapstone, natural abrasives & gems
10 Minerals for chemicals & fertilizers
Incl. sulfur, rock salt, barite, fluorspar,
phosphate rock; potash, ·soda & boron salts

23 Oth er furniture & fixtures except electric
(report only uncapitalized purchases)
24 Paper & allied products ex~ept containers
Incl. pulp & pulp go ods; cel lophane etc.
bags. Exe. carbon & light sensitive papers
25 Paperboard & fiber containers & boxes

11 New construction incl. oil drilling & explor.

26 Products of printing & publishing industry

12 Maintenance & repair construction

27 Chemicals exc. plastic materials, drugs , etc.
Incl. oil & water treatin g & waterp roofin g
comp.; gum & wood chem.; glue; exp losives;
printing ink; pigments. Food color in /fol4

13 Ordnance & accessories
Incl. complet e ly assembled missiles &
space vehicles, but components are in #6 0
14 Food & kindred products incl. animal feeds
Incl. ice; animal & vegetable oils & fats;
alcoholic & nonalcoholic beverages; cand y

28 Plastic materials incl. synthetic rubber &
synthetic fibers except glass

15 Tobacco products

29 Drugs, soap & other cleaning & toilet prep.
Incl. perfumes & cosmetics; detergents;
wetting agents, emulsifiers & penetrants

16 Broad & narrow woven fabrics; yarn & thread
Incl. dyein g & finishing services

30 Paints & allied prod. · incl. putty & sealers

._i
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31 Petroleum products; asphalt paving, roofing,
roofin g cement; packaged fuel of all kinds
(report only uncapitalized purchases here)

32 Fabricated rubber & plastic products

49 Unspecialized industrial machinery & equi p .
Incl. ball bearings, blowers, compres~ors.
pumps; mechanical power transrr1ssi on equip
SO Misc. machin ery & repair parts exc. electric
Usuall y produced to order by machine shop~
but includ es pistons & rings & carburetor~

33 Leather & industrial leather belting
Incl. textile leathers & mecha nical
p:1-:l<ings. Ca,kets are h it)6

51 Offit::e, -:'>mp11r i,g,;, a,:,,:r,unting ma--:hine~ <,
scales & balances ex cept laboratory type

34 Other leather products & nonrubber footwear

52 Air conditioners & service industry machines
Incl. indu strial vacuum clea ners: di5pens ing pumps; automatic merchandizing rrach.

35 Glass & glass products incl. textile fibers
Lenses are in #63 & insulation is in #36

36 Cement, lime & concrete; stone, clay, gypsum,
asbestos & abrasive prod . incl . steam packing, boiler & pipe covering & mine:al wool
37 Steel mill

& foundry produ c ts & forgings

53 Electric tran smi2sion & distribution eyuir.
motors, ge·n,!l"at~rs ex co; tr\._ds; rneas..Jrir, ,.; &

test equipment; cacb.:in & gr3phi te prcJucts
54 Household appliances

& found ry products &
forgings; alumina; insulated wire

38 Nonferrous metal mill

55 Electric lighting & wiring equ ipment, bu}bs
& tubes; nonelectric lighring equipment

39 Metal containers incl. cans, drums, barrels,

56 Radio, televi sio n

kegs & pails

& communication equipment
Incl. public address systems; radar & heat
& light sensing equip.; phonograph recJrds

40 Piumbing fittings & fix.; heating eq uip. exc.

electric; fabricated structu ral me tal prod.
Indus. process furnaces & ovens are in #49
41 Screw machine products & metal stampings
Incl. bolts, nuts, screws, rivets,
washers & formed & threaded wire goods

57 Electronic tubes & solid state devicEs, cath ode ray tubes~ co~ponents & ac2cssories
58 Batteries, X-ra y apparatus & electrical

equipment for internal combusti,> n engi:1f's

42 Misc. fabricated metal prod.; elEctroplating,
plati~g, anodizing & eng raving . Incl. hand
tools, cutlery, sprin gs & wire products
43 Engines & turbines except aJto & aircraft
Incl. all diesel & semidiesel engines here
if they are uncapitalized purchases

59 Motor vehicl es & equip. except motcr·:y2 1.es
Exel. electrical equipment, tires, 6 ~as,,
radios, etc. purchased separately
60 Aircraft & parts exc. instruments & ele~~ri.:
system components. Complete space vehicles
& missiles are •13 but components are ½ere

44 Farm machinery & eqt.ipment

61 Other transportation equipment
Motor vehicle~ are in #59: .;ire.raft in #60

!.5 Cc,nstructior:, minir,g & .:iilf ield machinery

62 Watches & c.locks; medicaL su,-gi.:;sl, dc,nul.

engineering & lab inscr,imen:s, equipn,c::t :.
measuring & contrcl devices exc. Ofthalmi~

& equipment

46 Materials handling machinery & equipment
Incl. elevators, escalators, autc lifts,
conveyors, cranes, hoists, indus. tractors

63 Optical, opthalmi2 & phoc : equ ip . & s,ipplies
Incl. spectroscope,, colorimeters, e~.:.
64 Jewelry, silverware, toys & ,,-:sc. 'llfg

47 Metal workin g machinery & equipme nt
Incl. blades; dies~ tools; j i gs & fix tures; molds; precision measuring devices

Incl. signs & advet
&

t1s1:1g

-
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brushes; needles, pins, buttons . .:)stu,nv

novelties; li.nOlt:!um;

48 Ma,:hiner y & equip. for food products, paper,
printin g , bookbinding. textile, shoemaking,
wu0dworking, cotton ginn ing & smelting

ai.bp1s,s;

lamp shade~; m·.ic ::'les

Plant Questionnaire
(Includ e informati on for thi s plant o nl y .)

I. GENERAL INFORMATION
Firm name: __________________________________________
Stre et address: _______________________________________
City : _______________________Telephon e : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Location of pla nt: ______________________________________
Name of person c omp l e tin g que sti onna ire : _________________________
Total sal es :
(in thou sands
o f dollars)

r

1963

$_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1965

$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Please list below the produc t s which you manufacture and give the 1965 sales volum..for ea ch. (The 5 - digit SIC pro duct class detail r e ported to the U. S . Bureau of
the Census will be s a tisfactory . )
1965
(in t housands
of dollars)

Lo

.L
f
I

r

!

L.

..
!

j
.....,
f
I

L

Produ c t

A. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

src _____

$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

B. _______________________

SIC _ _ _ __

$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

c.

SIC _ _ _ __

$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

o. ______________________

SIC _ _ _ __

$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

E. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

s-.:c------

$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

F. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

SIC _ _ _ _ __

$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

G. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

SIC _ _ __

$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

H.

Other r e c e ip ts (r ece i pts fo r contract
work , sal e s of scrap, sa les of electri c
energy , other misc ellaneous receipts )

$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Total Sal es , 1965

$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Note: Sal es should be r epo rt ed f . o . b . plant, including manufa cture rs ' e xcise taxes
but e xcludin g transporcation charges. (cf it i.s not fc-a,ible to exclu de transporta tion charge s , pleas e in d icate when theste ar e i nclud ed in the sales valu<>s . )
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II. DISTRIBUTION OF SALES

This section of the questionnaire deals with SALES of your product(s).
Industry d e tail is r equ e s te d tor your sales within t he Provid enc e Me tropolitan
Area (see map). Total sales figure should be consist ent with value shown in
Section I.
SALES
for 196 5

(In thousands of do llars)
A.

Your sales within the Providence Metropolitan Area to:
1.

Other manufacturing plants

$__________

2.

Nonmanufacturing e stablishments (excluding trade)
(specify type )

$ __________

3.

Wholesale trade establishments

$__________

4.

Retail trade establishments

$__________

5.

Privat e households (purchasing for their own
consumption needs)

$_________

6.

Federal Government

$__________

7.

State and Local Government

$__________

B.

All other sales (rest of the United States & foreign)

$__________

C.

Total Sales, 1965 (Sum of A and B)

$ _ _ _ _ _ __

.....

-
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Budget Bureau No. 120-6603
(approval expires Dec. 31, 1966~

S..,R\IEY OF T~TTER-"!:NDUSIRi:" RELATTONS

Providen~e Met ropolitan Ar ea
(Providence-Pawtuckec -Warw"i ck, R. I. - Mass.
Standard Metropol itan Statistical Area)

Individud.·t ~--'mpanv fi g ures wi 'd . not be reve.al e d .
The fin-c1l report of thi.,; s tudy will cont.,in o nl y
figures for t0L,I industri es ..:on,;isti.ng of at
lease sev1oral individual f1.rms.
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III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENrS
(Do not include capital equipment purchases)
Schedule for Tex til e and Tex tile Products Manufacturers - SIC 22 & 23 a nd 3992

-

This section of the questionnair e deals with pu rcha ses which you
made of Raw Materials, Coflponents, Production Supplies and Re pair Pares
(A) from producers in the Providenc e SMSA (either dir<ect or throu gh brokers
(B) from whol esa l ers or r etai l e rs in the Providence SMSA and
(C) from all kinds of suppliers who are located out~ide the Pcovidence SMSA
whether in the rest of the United States or in foreign coun t ries . P:,r:hases
made through a br.:iker should te reported in column A if th e produ~ t was pro duced in the Provid e nce SMSA, and in column C if it was pwj·;:.: e d in rn e rest
of the Unit ed States or in a foreign country. The products listed below are
those most widely purchased by members of your general industrt grou p as raw
materials, components and supplies for production o r maintenance (excluding
capitalized purchases). The list is by no means exhaustiv e and if you pur chased products which do not fall into these cla ssification s please lisc the
products in the blank spaces on the next page along with the dollar amount of
purchases for 1965. Use either the product classifications on the enclosed
sheet or give detailed descriptions of the produces . Purchases amount ing to
less than one percent of your total purchases from that cac2gorv of supplier
may be indicated by the letter Z instead of the dollar amount. All pur chases
should be report ed at delivered cost. If it is not feasible to include transportation and warehousing cost, please indicate when these ~re excluded.
Purchases in 19b5 (in thousands of dollars ) *
From
.!!..:_ From
L. From
D. L:ital
res t of
producer i n .wh.:ilesc,ler
Providence
or
G. s. and
'sum
r ta i le:-r
fo r ei~n**
SMSA
of
(di re;t-, y
in
(directly
A, Tl
Prov1den..:e or through
or through
and C"i
br::,ker)
Si'iSA
brokc ri

~

0

No.

Product Detail

1 Unprocessed livestock, poultry, ·milk & eggs

Exel. bottled milk, butter, chees e , meat &
dressed poultry whi :h are all in # 14
2 Other agricultural products (unprocessed)

*

Purchases should be r epo rted at delivered cost. {If it is not fe.;<,ible t .J include trans port and warehousing cos ts, please indicate when these are excluded.)

**

For purchases from outside the Providence SMSA. it is not necessary r:o discing·a ish between
purchases from producers and those from wholesalers and retailers.
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SIC 22 & 23 and 3992
III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (conti~ued) ·
Product Detail

-

-

A

3 Forestry & fish e ry products (unprocessed)
Incl. standing timber, gums, ba rks, etc .;
tree seedlings & seeds; finfish, shellfish,
turtles, frogs, etc., & seaweed & sponges.
Cut timber is in #20
16 Broad & narrow woven fabrics; yarn & thread
Incl. dyeing & finishing services
17 Misc. textiles; lace, felt, scoured & combed
wool & tops, rugs & carpets exc. hard surf.;
coated fab. exc . rubberized; twine & cord
18 Apparel incl. furs; knitting mill products
Incl. cut materials & apparel components,
but findings & trimmings are in #19
19 Misc. fabricated textile products and services
Incl. stitching for the trade; canvas prod.
& textile bags; apparel findings; curtains
24 Paper and allied products excep t containers
Incl pulp and pulp goods; cellophane etc.
bags. Exe. carbon & light sensitive papers
25 Paperboard & fiber containers & boxes
26 Products of printing & publishing industry
27 Chemica ls etc . plastic materials, drugs, etc.
Incl, oil & water treating & waterproofing
comp.; gum & wood chem.; glue; explosives;
printing ink; pigments. Food color in #14
28 Plastic materials incl . synthetic rubber &
synthetic fibers except glass
32 Fabricated rubber & plastic products
33 Leather & industrial leather belting
Incl. textile leathers & mechanical
pa<!kings. G,askets are in #36
35 Glass & glass products incl. textile fibers
Lenses are in #63 & insulation i s in #36

-
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B.

c.

D.

SIC 22 & 23 and 3992
III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)

Product DetaU •

A.

B.

c.

D.

FOR ITEMS LISTED BELOW IT IS ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT TO REMEMBER THAT ONLY UNCAPITALIZED
PURCHASES ARE TO BE REi'ORTED IN THIS SECTION
48 Machinery & equip. for food products, paper,
printing, bookbinding , t extil e , shoemaking ,
woodworking, cotton ginning & smelting
64 Jewelry, silverware, toys &
Incl. signs & advertising
& brushes; needles, pins,
novelties; linoleum; lamp

misc. mfg. goods
displays; brooms
buttons, costume
shades; matches

--,

-

..J

l
___J

__ jI
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SIC 22 & 23 and 3992

I

-

J

III. PURCHASES OF

RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)

Product Detail

A.

Packaging & shipping supp. not shown elsewhere
Office supplies not shown elsewhere

Li

Auto & truck parts for repairs by your workers

---.
Gas, oil, tires, etc. for auto & truck aper.
TOTAL PURCHASES OF
MATERIALS, COMPONENTS & SUPPLIES
PURCHASES OF GOODS FOR RESALE
PURCHASED CONTRACT WORK (for production only)
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B.

c.

D.

-.
IV. PURCHASES OF FUELS AND SERVICES, OTHER COSTS,
AND CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

Please report other purchases and costs as detailed below.
Purchases in 1965 (in thousands of dol lars)
k From
~ From the
Suppliers
Rest of U.S. f.:. Total
and
(Sum of A
in
Foreign
Providence
and B)
SMSA

A. Fuels and Electric Energy - Total
Coal and Coke
Gas (natural & mfg.)
Fuel Oil and other fuels from petroleum
(excl. for motor vehicles)
Electric energy
B. Purchased Services - Total
Transportation and warehousing charges:
1. On incoming shipments
2. On outgoing shipments
Communications (telephone, telegraph, etc.)
Advertising
Water and sanitary services
Insurance and financial charges
(inc. interest)

'

-j

Rent

-

Business services (inc. credit reporting,
legal, engineering, architectural,
accounting, management consulting,
data processing, etc.)
Cost of auto and truck repair done by
outside repair shop

J

Research and development done on fee
or contract basis

44
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IV. PURCHASES OF FUELS AND SERVICES, OTHER COSTS,
AND CAPITAL EXPENDITURES (continued)

Pufchases in 1965 (in thousands of dollars)
k From
!!.:_ From the
Suppliers
Res t of U.S. C. Total
and
(Sum of A
in
Provid ence
Foreign
and B)

.

•J

SMSA

C.

Contract Repair and Maint enance
(If capitalized, r epo rt in Section E)

1. Repair to buildings and structures
(repair construction)

2. Services to buildings
(window cleaning, janitorial,
exterminating, etc.)
3. Equipment repair

D.

Other Costs

Costs accrued for 1965 (in thousands of dollars)

1. Wages & salaries

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

2. Business travel and entertainment

3. Taxes:
a. Local property taxes
and license fees
b. Manufacturers' excise taxes

4. Depreciation on plant

&

equipment

Purchases in 1965 (in thousands of dollars·,
A. From
B. From the
Suppliers
Rest of U.S. £.:. Total
and
in
(Sum of A
Providence
and B)
Foreign
SMSA
E.

Capital Expendi t.ures
(Exclude value of land and
used equipment purchases)
1. Construction (plant and other)
a. By contractors
b. By own work force
2. Equipment (installed cost)
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III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS
(Do not include capital equipment purchases)

Schedule for Lumb er , Wood Products, Furniture & Fixtures Manufacturers SIC 24 & 25
This section of the questionnaire deals with purchases which you_
made of Raw Materia.1s 1 Components, Production Supolies and Repair Parts
(A) from producers in the Prov idence SMSA (either direct or throu gh br oker s)
(B) from wholesalers or retailers in the Provid ence SMSA and
(C) from all kinds of suppliers who are located outside the Providence SMSA
whether in th e rest of- the United States or in foreign countries. Purchases
made through a broke r should be reported in column A if th e product was produced in the Providence SMSA, and in column C if it was produced in the rest
or the United States o r in a fo rei gn country. The products listed below are
those most widely purchased by members of yo ur gene ral industry group as raw
materials , components and supplies for production or maintenance (excluding
capitalized purchases). The list is by no means exhaustive and if you purchased products which do not fall into thes e classifications plea se list the
products in the blank spaces on the next page along with the doll ar amount of
purchases for 1965. Use e ither the product classifications on the enclosed
sheet or give detailed des criptions of the products. Purchases amounting to
less than one percent of your total purchases from that category of supplier
may be indicated by the letter Z instead of the do llar amount. All purchase s
should be reported ht delivered cost. If it is not feasible to include transportation and warehousin g cost, please indicate when these are excluded.
Purchases in 1965 (in thousands of dollars)*
c. From
From
B. From
D. Total
producer in wholesaler
rest of
or
Provid ence
u. s. and
(sum
retailer
foreign**
SMSA
(directly
of
(directly
in
A, B
Providence or through
or through
and C)
broker)
broker)
SMSA

---,

I

A.

~

Product Detail

-,

I

3 Forestry & fishery products (unprocessed)
Incl. finfish, shellfish; standing timber,
tree seedings & seeds. Cut timber is #20
14 Food & kindred products incl. animal feeds
Incl. ice; animal & vegetable b,ils & fats;
alcoholic & non alcoholic beverages; candy

_j

I

*

Purchases should be reported at delivered cost. (If it is not feasible to include transport and warehousing costs, please indicate when these are excluded.)

1rli:

For purchases from outside the Providence SMSA it is not necessary to distinguish between
purchases from producers a.nd chose f rom wholesalers and retailers.

l
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SIC 24 & 25
III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)

i...

I
1

Product Detail

A.

16 Broad & narrow woven fabrics; yarn & thread
Incl. dyeing & finishing services
17 Misc. textil es; lace, felt, scoured & combed
wool & tops, rugs & carpets exc. hard surf .;
coated fab. exc. rubberized; twine & cord
L..

20 Lumber & wood products except containers
Incl. cut timber, venee r, plywood, cork &
particleboard; prefab. bldgs. & members
21 Wooden containers (boxes, barrels, crates )
Incl. wirebound & veneer, plywood & splint
containers & shook. Cooperage stock in #2 0
22 Household furniture incl. mattresses
(report only uncapitalized purchases)
23 Other furniture & fixtures except electric
(report only uncapitaliz ed purchases)
24 Paper & allied products except containers
Incl. pulp & pulp goods; cellophane etc .
bags. Exe. carbon & light sensitive papers
25 Paperboard & fiber containers & boxes
26 Products of printing & publishing industry
27 Chemicals exc . plastic materials, drugs, etc .
Incl. oil & water treating & waterproofing
comp.; gum & wood chem.; g lue; explosives;
printing ink; pigments. Food color in # 14
28 Plastic materials incl. synthetic rubber &
synthetic fibers except glass

I

L
.......

30 Paints & allied prod. incl. putty & sealers
31 Petroleum products; asphalt paving, roofing,
roofing c~ment; packaged fuel of all kinds
(report only uncapitalized purchases here)
32 Fabricated rubber & plastic products

---,
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B.

C

D.

SIC 24 & 25

III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)
Product Detail

A.

B

c.

D.

35 Glass & glass products incl. textile fibers
Lenses are in #63 & insulation is in #36
36 Cement, lime & concrete; stone, clay, gypsum,
asbestos & abrasive p·rod. incl. steam packing, boiler & pipe covering & mineral wool

'i
-

l

37 Steel mill & foundry products & forgings
38 Nonferrous metal mill & foundry products &
forgings; alumina; insulated wire
41 Screw machine products & metal stampings
Incl. bolts, nuts, screws, rivets,
washers & formed & threaded wire goo ds
42 Misc. fabricated metal pr od.; electroplating,
plating, anodiz ing & engraving. In~l. hand
tools, cutl ery, springs & wire products
FOR ITEMS LISTED BELOW IT IS ESPECIALLY IMPORTANI TO REMEMBER THAT ONLY UNCAPITALIZED

PURCHASES ARE TO BE REPORTED IN THIS SECTION
47 Metal working machinery & equipmen t
Incl. blades; dies & tools; jug s & fixtures; molds; precision measuring devices

_j
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f
....,
SIC 24 & 25
III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)
Product Detail

A

J/

Packaging & shipping supp. not shown elsewhere

.......,,

Office supplies not shown elsewhere
Auto & truck parts for repairs by your workers

Gas, oil, tires, etc. for auto & truck oper.
TOTAL PURCHASES OF
MATERIALS, COMPONENTS & SUPPLIES
PURCHASES OF GOODS FOR RESALE
PURCHASED CONTRACT WORK (for production only)
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B.

C

D.

III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS
(Do not include capital equipment purchases)
Schedule for Paper and Allied Products Manufacturers , Printers and Publishers
and for Tobacco Products Manufacturers - SIC 21 , 26 & 2 7
This section of the questionnaire deals with purc has es which you
made of Raw Naterials 1 Components, Production Supplies and Repair Parts
(A) from producers in th e Providence SMSA (either direct o r through brokers)
(B) from wholesalers or r e tailers in the Providence SMSA and
(C) from all kinds of suppliers who are located outside the Providence SMSA
whether in the rest of the United States or in foreign countries. Purchases
made through a broker should be reported in column A if the product was produced in the Providence SMSA , and in column C if it was produced in the rest
of the United Stat e s or in a foreign country. The products listed below are
those most widely purchased by members of you r general industry group as raw
materials, components and supplies for production or maintanance (excluding
capitalized purchases) . The list is by no means exhaustive and if you purchased products which do not fall into these classifications please list the
products in the blank spaces on the next page along with the dollar amount of
purchases for 1965. Use either the product classifications on the enclosed
sheet or give detailed descriptions of the products. Purchases amounr.ing to
less than one percent of your total purchases from that category of supplie r
may be indicated by the letter Z in~tead of the dollar amount. All purchases
should be reported at delivered cost. If it is not feasible to include transportation and warehousing cost, please indicate when these are excluded.
Purchases in 1965 (in thousands of dollars)*
)h From
£.:. From
From
producer in wholesaler
rest of
Q.:. Total
Providence
or
u. s. and
retailer
foreign**
(sum
SMSA
(directly
of
(directly
in
or through
Providence or through
A, B
and C)
broker)
broker)
SMSA

A.

Product Detail

1 Unprocessed livestock, poultry, milk & eggs
Exel. bottled milk, butter, cheese, meat
and dressed poultry which are in #14
2 Other agricultural products (unprocessed)

*

Purchases should be reported at delivered cost. (If it is not feasible to include transport and warehousing costs, please indicate when these are excluded.)

**

For purchases from outside the Providence SMSA it is not necessary to distinguish between
purchases from producers and those from wholesalers and retailers •.
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SIC 21, 26 & 2 7
III. YL'RCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)

Product Detail

A

9 Quarry products & sand, grdvel, clay, e tc.
Inc:. gypsum , mica, natLve asphalt, pumice,
talc, soapstone, natural abrastves & gems
10 Minerals for chemicals & fertilizers
Incl. sulfur, rock salt, barite, fluorspar,
phosphate rock; potash, soda & boro n salts
14 Food & kindred produc.ts incl . a nimal feeds
Incl. ice; animal & vegetable oils & f ats;
alcoholic & nonalcoholic beverage s; candy
15 Tobacco products
16 Broad & narrow wov en fab rics ; ya rn & thread
Incl. dyeing & finishing services
20 Lumber & wood products except containers
Incl. cut timber, veneer, plywood, cork &
particl eboard; prefab. bldgs. & membe rs
21 Wooden containers (boxes, ba rre ls, crates)
Incl. wirebound ~ veneer, plywood & splint
containers & shook. Cooperage stock in #20
24 Paper & allied products except containe rs
Incl. pulp & pulp goods ; cellophane etc.
bags. Exe. carbon & light sensitive papers
25 Paperboard & fiber containers & boxes
26 Products of printing & publishing industry
27 Chemicals exc. plastic materials, drugs, etc.
Incl. oil & water treating & waterproofing
comp.; gum & wood chem.; glu e ; explosives;
printing ink; pigments. Food colo r in if14
28 Plastic materials incl. synthetic rubber &
synthetic fibers except glass
31 Petroleum products; asphalt paving, roofing,
roofing cement; packaged fuel of all kinds
(report only uncapitalized purchases here)
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B

C

D

SIC 21, 26 & 27
III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)
Product Detail

A.

B.

c.

D.

32 Fabricated rubber & plastic products
42 Misc. fabricated metal prod . ; e l~ctroplating,
plating, anod izing & engraving . Incl. hand
tools, cutl ery, springs & wire products

FOR ITEMS LISTED BELOW IT IS ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT TO REMEMBER THAT ONLY UNCAPITALIZED
PURCHASES ARE TO BE REPORTED IN THIS SECTION
48 Machinery & equip. for fo~d products, pape r,
printing, . bookbi.ndi.ng, textile, shoemaking,
woodworking, cotton ginning & smelting
63 Optical, opthalmi c & photo .equip. & supplies
Incl. spectros ::opes, col_orimete rs, etc.

.
\
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I

SIC 21, 26 & 27
III. PURC!fASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)

A.

Product De ca il

t_

I

Packaging & shipping supp. not shown elsewhere
Office supplies not shown elsewhere
Auto & truck parts for repairs by your workers
Gas, oil, tires, etc. for auto & truck aper.

----.

r

L

,.____

TOTAL PURCHASES OF
MATERIALS, COMPONENTS & S!JPPLIES
PURCHASES OF GOODS FOR RESALE
PURCHASED CONTRACT WORK (for produ~tion only)

53

B.

C

D.

III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS
(Do n0t include capital equipment purchases)

Schedule for Food and Kindred Products Manufacturers - SIC 20
This section of the questionnaire deals with purchases which you
made of Raw Materials, Components, Production Supplies and Repair Parts
(A) from producers in the Providence SMSA (either direct or thrcrugh brokers)
(B) from wholesalers ~r retailers in the Providence SMSA and
(C) from all kinds of supp liers who are located outside the Providence SMSA,
whether in the rest of the United States or in foreign countries. Purchases
made through a broker 5hould be reported in column A if the product was produced in the Providenc e SMSA, and in column C if it was produced in the rest
of the United States or in a foreign country. The products listed below are
those most widely purchased by members of your general industry group as raw
materials, components and supplies for production or ~aintenance (excluding
capitaliz ed purchases). The list is by no means exhaustive and if you purchased products which do not fall into these classifications please list the
products in the blank spaces on the next page along with the dolla r amount of
purchases for 1965. Use either the product classifications ari the enclosed
sheet or give detailed descriptions of the products. Purchas es amounting to
less than one percent of your total purchases from that cate eo ry of supplier
may be indicated by the letter Z instead of the dollar amount. All purchases
should be reported at delivered cost. If it is ~ot feasible to include transportation and warehousing co:st., plea~e indicate when these are excluded .
Purchases in 1965 (in thousands of dollars)*
B. From
C. From
From
rest of
~ Total
producer in wholesaler
or
U.S. and
Providence
(sum
retailer
foreign**
SMSA
of
in
(directly
(directly
Providence or through
A, B
or through
SMSA
broker)
and C)
broker)

A.

Product Detail

1 Unprocessed livestock, poultry, milk & eggs
Exel. bottled milk, butter, cheese, meat
& dressed poultry which are all in #14
2 Other agricultural products (unprocessed)
3 Forestry & fishery products (unprocessed}
Incl. finfish, shellfish; standing timber,
tree seedlings & seeds. Cut timb&r is# 20

*

Purchases should be reported at delivered cost. (If it is not feasible to include transport and warehousing costs, please indicate when these are exclud ed.)

** For purchases from outside the Providence SMSA it is not necessary to distinguish between
purchases from producers and those from wholesalers and retailers.
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SIC 20
III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)
Product Detail

A.

10 Minerals for chemica ls & ferti lizers
Incl. sulfur, rock salt, barite, f luorspar,
phosphate rock; potash, soda & boron salts
--,

il

L-

r

I
I
:
i. ,

L

14 Food & kindred products incl . a nima l feeds
Incl. ice; animal & vegetable oils & fats ;
alcoholic & nonalcoholic beverages; candy
19 Misc. fabricated textil e products & services
Incl. stitching for the trade; canvas prod.
& textile bags; appar el f indings ; curtains
21 Wooden containers (boxes, barr els, crates)
Incl. wirebound & veneer, plywood & splint
containers & shook. Coope rage stock in i 20
24 Paper & allie d produces except containers
Incl. pulp & pulp goods; cel l ophane e tc.
bags. Exe. carbon & li ght sensitive papers
25 Paperboard & fiber containers & boxes
26 Products of printing & publishing industry
27 Chemicals exc. plastic materials, dru gs, e tc.
Incl. oil & water treatin g & waterproo f ing
comp.; gum & wood chem .; g1ue; explosives;
printing ink; pigments. Food color in 1,1 14
29 Drugs, soap & other cleaning & toilet prep.
Incl. perfumes & cosmetics; detergents;
wetting agents, emulsifiers & penetrants
31 Petroleum produ ~ ts; asphalt paving, roofing,
roofing cement; pac kag ed fuel of all kinds
(report only uncapitalized purchases here)
32 Fabricated rubber & plastic products
35 Glass & glass products in~l. textile fibers
Lenses are in #6 3 & insulation is in #36
39 Metal containers incl. cans, drums, barrels,
kegs & pails

55

B.

c.

D.

SIC 20
.

III. PL'RCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)

A.

Product Detail

B.

c.

'I
I
)

D,

41 Screw machine products & metal stampi ngs
Incl. bolts, nuts, screws, rivets,
washers & formed & threaded wire goods
42 Misc. fabricated metal prod .; elec troplating,
plating, anodizing & engraving. Incl. han d
tools, cutl ery, springs & wire products
FOR ITEMS LISTED BELOW IT IS ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT TO REMEMBER THAT ONLY UNCAPITALIZED
PURCHASES ARE TO BE REPORTED I N THIS SECTION

.• i

55 Electric lightin g & wiring equipment, bu lb s
& tubes; nonelectric li ghti ng equipment

--,

-,

.1
I
_.J
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SIC 20
III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)
No.

Product Detail

A.

Packaging & shipping s upp . not shown elsewhere
Office supplies not shown elsewhere
Auto & truck parts for repairs by your worke rs
Gas, oil, tires, etc. for a uto & truck oper.
TOTAL PURCHASES OF
MATERIALS, COMPONENTS

&

SUPPLIES

PURCHASES OF GOODS FOR RESALE
PURCHASED CONTRACT WORK (for production only)
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B.

c.

D.

III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS
(Do not include capital equipment purchases)
Schedule for Manufacturers of Chemicals, Plastics, Synthetics, Drugs and
Paints - SIC 28
This section of the questionnaire deals with purchases which yo_u
made of Raw Materials, Components, Production Suoolies and Re pair Parts
(A) from producers in the Providence SMSA (either direct or through brokers)
(B) from whol esalers or retailers in the Providence SMSA and
(C) from all kinds of suppliers who are located outside the Providence SMSA
whether in the rest of the United States or in foreign countries. Purchases
made through a broker should be reported in column A if the product was produced in the Providence SMSA, and in column C if it was produced in the rest
of the United States or in a foreign country. The products listed below are
those most widely purchased by members of you r general industry group as raw
materials, components and supplies for produc tion or maintenance (excluding
capitalized purchases). The list is by no means exhaustive and if you purchased products which do not fall into these classifications please list the
products in the blank spaces on the next page along with the dollar amount of
purchases for 1965. Use either the product classifications on the enclosed
sheet or give detailed descriptions of the products. Purchases amounting to
less than one percent of your total purchases from that category of supplier
may be indicated by the letter Z instead of the dollar amount. All purchases
should be reported at delivered cost. If it is not feasible to include transportation and warehousing cost, please indicate when these are excluded.
Purchases in 1965 (in thousands of dollars)*
From
lL:.. From
f...:.. From
producer in wholesaler
rest of
Q.,_ Total
Providence
or
u. s. and
SMSA
retailer
foreign**
(sum
(directly
(directly
of
in
or through
Providence or through
A, B
broker)
SMSA
broker)
.and C)

A.

No.

Product Detail

3 Forestry & fishery products (unprocessed)
Incl. finfish, shellfish; standing timber,
tree seedlings & seeds. Cut timber is #20
5 Iron & ferroalloy ores except vanadium
Incl. raw & beneficiated nickel, maganese,
tungsten, chromite, columbite & iron ores

*

Purchases should be reported at delivered cost. (If it is not feasible to include transport and warehousing costs, please indicate when these are excluded.)

-lrlt

For purchases from outside the Providence SMSA it is not necessary to distinguish between
purchases from producers and those from wholesalers and retailers.
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J

SIC 28
III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)

A.

Product Detail
6 Nonferrous metal ores incl. vanadium; metal
mining services· '( ferrous & nonferrous)
7 Coal & lignite & related mining servi c es
9 Quarry products & sand. gravel, clay, etc.
Incl. gypsum, mica, native asphalt, pumice,
talc, soapstone, natural abrasives & gems
10 Minerals fo r chemicals & fertilizers
Incl. sulfur, rock salt, barite, f luorspar,
phosphate rock; potash, soda & bo ron salts
14 Food & kindred products incl. animal feeds
Incl. ice; a nimal & vegetable oils & fats;
alcoholic & nonalcoholi c beverages; candy
19 Misc. fabricated textile products & services
Incl. stitching for the trade; canvas prod.
& textile bags; apparel findings; curtains
20 Lumber & wood products ex~ep t containers
Incl. cut timber, veneer, plywood, cork &
particleboard; prefab. bldgs. & membe rs
25 Paperboard & fiber containers & boxes

26 Products of printing & publishing industry
27 Chemicals exc. plastic materials, dru gs, etc.
Incl. oil & water treating & waterproofing
comp.; gum & wood chem.; glue; explo sives;
printing ink ; pigments. Food color in # 14
28 Plastic materials incl. synthetic rubber &
synthetic fibers except glass
29 Drugs, soap & other cleaning & toilet prep.
Incl. perfumes & cosmetics; detergents;
wetting agents, emulsifiers~ penetrants

......

31 Petroleum products; asphalt paving, roofing,
roofing cement; packaged fuel of all kinds
(report only uncapitalized purchases here)
32 Fabricated rubber & plastic p,odu~ts
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B.

C.

D.

SIC 28
III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)

A.

Product Detail

B.

C

D.

35 Glass & glass products incl. textile fibers
Lenses are in #63 & insulation is in #36
36 Cement, lime & concrete; stone, clay, gypsum,
asbestos & abrasive prod. incl . steam packing, boil er and pipe covering & mineral wool
37 Steel mill & foundry products & forgings

....,

38 Nonferrous metal mill & foun dry products &
forgings; alumina; insulated wi re
39 Metal containers incl. cans, drums, barrels,
kegs & pails
41 Screw machine products & metal s~ampin gs
Incl. bolts, nuts, screws, rivets,
washers & formed & threaded wire go ods
42 Misc. fabricat ed metal prod . ; ele ctroplating,
plating, anodizing & eng raving. Incl. hand
tools, cutlery, springs & wire products
FOR ITEMS LISTED BELOW IT IS ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT TO REMEMBER THAT ONLY UNCAPITALIZED
PURCHASES ARE TO BE REPORTED IN THIS SECTION
48 Machinery & equ ip. for food products, paper,
printing, bookbinding, textile, shoemaking,
woodworking, cotton ginning and smelting

.J

-\
-}
-

I

'

....
- _)
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SIC 28
III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (Continued)
Product Detail

A

.....

Packaging & shipping supp. not shown elsewhere
Office supplies not shown elsewhere
Auto & truck parts for repairs by your workers
Gas, oil, tires, etc. for auto & truck oper.
TOTAL PURCHASES OF
MATERIALS, COMPONENTS & SUPPLIES
PURCHASES OF GOODS FOR RESALE
PURCHASED CONTRACT WORK (for productioi only)

61

B.

c.

D.

III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS
(Do not include capital equipment purchases)

J

Schedule for Manufacturers of Petroleum, Rubber, Leather, Glass, Stone &
Clay Products - SIC 29, 30 , 31, 32
l

_)

This section of the questionnaire deals with purchases wh ich you·
made of Raw Mat erials , Components, Production Supplies and Repai r Part s
(A) from produc ers in th e Providence SMSA (either direct or through broke r s)
(B) from wholesa lers or retailers in the Providence SMSA and
(C) from all kinds of suppliers who are located outside the Providence SMSA
whether in the rest of the United States or in foreign countries . Purchases
made through a broker should be reported in column A if the product was pro duced in the Provi de nce SMSA, and in column C if it was prod uced in the rest
of the United States or in a foreign country. The products lis ted below are
those most widely purchased by members of your general indust ry group as raw
materials, components and supplies for production or maint enance (excluding
capitalized purchases). The list is by no means exhaustive and if you purchased products which do not fall into these classifications please list the
products in the blank spaces on the next page alo ng with the dolla r amount of
purchases for 1965. Use ei ther the product class i fi cations on th e enclosed
sheet or give detailed descriptions of the products. Purcha ses amounting to
less than one percent of your total purchases from that category of supplie r
may be indicat ed by the letter Z instead of the dol lar amount. All purchases
should be reported at delivered cost. If it is not feasible to include transportation and warehousing cost, please indicate when these are excluded.

-

(
I

J

Purchases in 1965 (in thousands of dollars)*
~
From
C. From
From
)h Total
producer in wholesaler
;;st of
or
U.S. and
Providence
retailer
foreign(sum
SMSA
of
in
(directly
(directly
Providence or through
A, B
or through
SMSA
broker)
and C)
broker)

A.

Product De tail
7 Coal & lignite & related mining services
8 Crude petroleum; natural & liquified gas

*

Purchases should be reported at delivered cost. (If it is not feasible to include transport and warehousing costs, please indicate when these are excluded.)

"'*

For purchases from outside the Providence SMSA it is not necessary to distinguish between
purchases from producers and those from wholesalers and retailers.

.__,
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SIC 29, 30, 31, 32
III. PL'RCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)
Product Detai l

-

'

A.

9 Quarry products & sand, gravel, clay, etc.
Incl. gypsum, mica, native asphalt, pumice,
talc, soapstone, natural abrasives & gems
10 Minerals for chemicals & fertilLzers
Incl. sulfur, rock salt, barice, f luorspar,
phosphate rock; potash, soda & boron salts
16 Broad & narrow woven fabrics; yarn & thr ead
incl. dyeing & finishing services
17 Misc. textiles; lace, felt, scou red & combed
wool & tops, rugs & carpets exc . hard surf.;
coated fab. exc. rubberized; twine & cord
18 Apparel incl. furs; knitting mill products
Incl. cut materials & apparel components,
but findings & trimmings are in 1"19
20 Lumber & wood products exc ept containers
Incl. cut timber, vene e r, plywood, cork &
particleboard; prefab. bldgs. & members

--,_

21 Wooden containers (boxes, barrels, crates)
Incl. wirebound & veneer, plywood & spline
containers & shock. Cooperage stock in #2 0
24 Paper & allied products except containers
Incl. pulp & pulp goods; cellophane et c.
bags. Exe. carbon & light s e nsitive papers
25 Paperboard & fiber containers & boxes
26 Products of printing & publishing industry
27 Chemicals exc. plastic materials, drugs, e tc.
Incl. oil & wat e r treat ing & waterproofing
comp.; gum & wood chem.; glue; explosives;
printing ink; pigments. Food color in # 14
28 Plastic materials incl. syn thetic rubber &
synthetic fibers except glass
29 Drugs, soap & other cleaning & toilet prep.
Incl. perfumes & cosmetics ; deterg ents;
wetting agents, emulsifiers & pen e trants
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B.

C

D.

SIC 29, 30, 31, 32
III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)
Product Detail

A.

B.

c.

D.

31 Petroleum products; asphalt paving, roofing,
roofing cement; packaged fuel of all kinds
(report only uncapitalized purchases here)
32 Fabricated rubber & plastic products
33 Leather & industrial leather belting
Incl. textil e leath ers & mechani cal
packings. Caskets are in #36
34 Other leather products & nonrJbber footwear
35 Glass & glass products in=l. textile fibers
Lenses ar e in #63 & insulation is in #36
36 Cement, lime & concrete; stone, clay, gypsu~,
asbestos & abrasive prod. incl. steam packing, boiler & pipe covering & mineral wool

J
37 Steel mill & foundry products & forgings
39 Metal containers incl. cans, drums, barrels,
kegs & pails
41 Screw machin e products & metal stampings
Incl. bolts, nuts, screws, rivets,
washers & formed~ threaded wire goods

42 Misc. fabricated me ta l prod.; elec troplatin g,
plating, anodizing & engraving. Incl. hand
tools, cutlery, springs & wire products
FOR ITEMS LISTED BELOW IT IS ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT TO REI-IBMBER THAT ONLY UNCAPITALIZED
PURCHASES ARE TO BE REPJRTED IN THIS SECTION
55 Electric lighting & wiring equi.pment, bulbs
& tubes; nonelectric lighti ng equipment

7

__,I

7
.......I
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SIC 29, 30, 31, 32
III. P'JRC-rlASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)
Product Detail

A.

-

l

,

Packaging & shipping supp. not shewn elsewhere
Office supplies not shewn elsewhere
Auto & truck parts for repairs

by

you r workers

Gas, oil, tires, etc. for auto & truck oper.
TOTAL PURCHASES OF
MATERIALS, COMPONENTS & SUPPLIES
PURCHASES OF GOODS FOR RESA;..E
PRUCHASED CONTRACT WORK ( for production only)
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B.

c.

D.

III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS
(Do not include capital equipment purchases)

Schedule for Pr imary Metal Manufacturers - SIC 33
This section of the questionnaire deals with purchases which you
made of Raw ~t eri~ls , Somponents, Production Supplies and Re pair Parts
(A) from producers in the providence SMSA (eith e r dir e ct or through brokers)
(B) from whol esalers or retailers in the Providence SMSA and
(C) from all kinds of suppliers who are located outside the Providence SMSA
wheth e r in the rest of the United States or in f oreign countries. Purchases
made through a broker should be reported in column A if the product was produced in the Provid ence SMSA, and in column C if it was produ ced in the r es t
of the United States or in a foreign country. The products listed below are
thos e most widely purchased by members of your general industry group as raw
materials, compone nts and supplies for production or maintenance (excluding
capitalized purchases). The list is by no means exhaustive and if you pur chased products which do not fall into these classifications please list the
products in the blank spaces on the next page along with the dollar amount of
purchases for 1965. Vse either the product classifications on the enclosed
sheet or give detailed descriptions of the products. Purchases amount ing co
less than one percent of your total purchases from that category of supplier
may be indicated by the letter Z i nst ead of the dollar amount. All purchases
should be report ed at delivered cost . I f it is not feasible to i nclud e transportation and warehousing cost, plea s e indicate when these are excluded.

__)

Purchas es in 1965 (in thousands of dolla rs)*
From
.!L,_ From
h From
Q.:_ Total
produc e r in wholesaler
rest cf
Providence
or
U.S. and
(sum
SMSA
retailer
foreign**
of
(directly
in
(directly
or through
Providence or through
A, B
broker)
SMSA
broker)
and C)

h

Product Detail

5 Iron & ferroalloy or12s except vanadium
Incl. raw & beneficiated nickel , mangan ese,
tungsten, chromite, columbite & iron ores
6 Nonferrous metal ores incl. vanadium; metal
mining servi=es (fe rrous & n0r.ferrous)

-

7 Coal

*
**

& lignite & related mining services

Purchases should be rep0rt ed a t delivered cost. (If it is not feasible to include transport and warehousing costs, please indicate when these are excluded.)
For purchases fem o:i tsid e the f'rovidence SMSA it is not necess ary to dist inguish between
purchases from prod·. 1cers and those from wholesalers and retailers.
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SIC 33
Ill. P'.!RCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)

l .,

Product Detail

A.

9 Quarry products & sand, gravel, clay, etc.

incl. gypsum, mica, nati ve asphalt, pumice,
talc, soapstone, natural abr~sive~ & gems
10 Minerals for chemical & fertilizers
Incl. sulfur, r ock salt, barite, fluorspar,
phosphate rock; potash, SJda & boron salts

24 Paper & allied produ~ts except con tainers
Incl. pulp & pulp goods; cellophane etc.
bags. Exe. carbon & light sensitive papers
26 Products of printing & publishing industry
27 Chemicals exc. plastic materials, drugs, etc.
Incl. oil & water treatin g & waterproofing
comp.; gum & WOJd chem.; glue; explosives;
printing ink; pigments. Food color in {fl4

28 Plastic materials incl. synthetic rubber &
synthetic fibers exce pt giass

31 Petroleum products; asph~lr paving, roofing,
roofing cement; pack9ged fuel of all kinds
{report only un:apit~ lized purchases here)
32 Fabricated rubber & plastic prodJcts
36 Cement, lime & concret.e; st,me, clay, gypsum,
asbestos & abrasive prod. incl. steam packing, boiler & pipe covering & mineral wool

r

l._J
37 Steel mill & foundry products & forgings

C

--·
r
I

-

r

38 Nonferrous metal mill & foundry products &
forgings; alumina; insJlated wire

41 Screw machine produc.ts & metal stampings
Incl. bolts, nuts, ~c. rews, rivets,
washers & formed & threaded wire goods
42 Misc. fabricated metal prod.; electroplating,
plating, anodizing & engraving, Incl. hand
tools, cutlery, springs .Sc wire pr .1ducts
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L

B.

C

D

SIC 33
III. P'!}RCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)
Product Detail

A.

B.

c.

D

FOR ITEMS L:STED BELOW IT IS EXPECIALLY IMPORTANT TO REMEMBER THAT ONLY UNCAPITALIZED
PURCHASES ARE TO BE REPORTED IN THIS SECTION
47 Metal working machinery & equipment
Incl. blades; dies & tools; jigs & fixtures; molds; pre~ision measuring devices
49 Unspecializ ed industrial machinery & equip.
Incl, ball bearings, blowers, compressors,
pumps; mechanical power transmission equip .
50 Misc. machinery & r epair parts exc . electric
Usually produced to arder by machine shops
but includes pistons & rings & carburetors
53 Electric transmissi an & distribution equip.;
motors, generators & controls: measuring &
test equipment; carbon & graphite products
55 Electric lighting & wiring equipment, bulbs
& tubes; nonelectric lighting equipment

-

J

-1
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SIC 33
III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS ( continued)
Product Detail

A

Packaging & shipping supp. not shown elsewhere
Office supplies not shown elsewhere
Auto & truck parts for repairs by your workers
Gas, oil, tires, etc. for auto
TOTAL PURCHASES OF
MATERIALS, COMPONENTS

&

&

truck oper.

SUPPLIES

PURCHASES OF GOODS FOR RESALE
PURCHASED CONTRACT WORK (for pr0duction only)
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B

C

D,

.J
III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS
(Do not include capital equipment purchases)
Schedule for Fabricated Metal Products Manufacturers - SIC 34 , 351 1 352 1 356
This secti on of the questionnaire deals with purchases which you
made of Raw Materials , Components, Production Supplies and Repair Parts
(A) from producers in t he Providence SMSA (either d irec t or through broke rs)
(B) from whol esalers or retailers in the Providence SMSA a nd
(C) from all kinds of suppliers who are located ou tsi de the Provide nc e SMSA
whether in th e r est of the Uni t ed States or in fo r eign countries. Purchas es
made through a broke r should be reported in column A if the product was produced in the Provid ence SMSA, and i n column C if it was produced in th e r es t
of the Unite d Stat es o r in a foreign country. The products listed below are
those most wid ely purchased by members of your ge neral industry g roup as raw
materials, components and supplies for production or maintenance (excl ud ing
capitalized purchases). Th e list is by no means exhaustive and i f you pur chased products which do not fall into these classi fi ca tions please li st the
products in th e bla nk spaces on the nex t page alon g with the dol lar amount of
purchases for 1965. Use either the product classi fi caLi ons on the e ncl osed
sheet or give detai l ed descriptions of th e products. Purchas es amouncin~ to
less than one pe rcent of your total purchases from that cat egory of suo pli er
may be indicated by the l et ter 2 instead of the dollar amount. All purchases
should be repo rt ed at delivered cost. If it is not feasible co includ e transportation and warehousing cost, pl ease indicate when th ese are excluded .
Purchas e s in 1965 {in thousands of dollars)*
From
h From
h From
rest of
producer in wholesaler
~ Toca l
Providence
or
u. s. and
foreign*❖
(sum
retailer
SMSA
oi
(directly
(directly
in
A, B
Provid e nce or through
or through
and C)
broker)
SMSA
broke r)

h

Product Detail
20 Lumber & wood products exceot containers
Incl. cut timber, v enee r, plywood, cork &
particleboard; prefab. bldgs. & members

.....

21 Wooden containe rs {boxes , barrels, crates)
Incl. wire bound & veneer, plywood & splint
containers & shook. Cooperage stock in #20
._J

*

Purchases should be reported at delivered cost. (If it is not feasible to include transport and war ehousin g coses, please indicate when these are exclud ed.)

**

For purchas es from outsid e the Provid en ce SMSA it is not necessary to dist inguish between
purchases from producers and chose from wholesal e rs and retailers.
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SIC 34, 351, 352, 356
III. P~RCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)
Product Deta.il

A.

B.

c.

24 Paper & allied products except cantainers
Incl. pulp & pulp goods; cellophane etc.
bags. Exe. carbon & light sensitive papers
25 Paperboard & fiber containers & boxes
26 Products of printing & publishing industry
27 Chemicals exc. plasti ·:: materials, drugs, etc.
Inc. oil & water treating & wat erp roofin g
comp.; gum & wood chem.; glue ; explosives;
printing ink; pigments. Fo:id color in #14
28 Plastic materials incl. synthetic rubber &
synthetic fibers except glass
30 Paints & allied prod. incl. putty & sealers
31 Petroleum pr:iduccs; asphalt pdving , roofing,
roofing cement; pa~ka ged fue l of all kinds
(report only uncapitaiized purchase s here)
32 Fabricated rubber & plastic products
35 Glass & glass products in~l. textile fibers
Lenses are in #63 & insalation is in #36
FOR ITEMS LISTED BELOW T'l TS ESPEL:ALLY IMPORTANT TO REMEMBER THAT ONLY UNCAPITALIZED

PURCHASES ARE TO BE REPORT:ED IN THIS SECTION
44 Farm machinery & equipment
47 Metal working machinery & equ ipment
Incl. blades; dies & tools; Jigs & fixtures; molds; precision measuring devices
49 Unspecialized industrial machinery & equip.
Incl. ball bearings, blowers, compressors,
pumps; mechanical power u -.nsmis si on equip.
SO Misc. machinery & repai r pares exc. electric
Usually produced to c,rde::- by n.a::hine shops
but includes pistons S ring~ & Larburetors
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SIC 34, 351, 352, 356
III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENI'S (continued)
Product Detail

A

B.

c.

D.

53 Electric transmission & distribution equip.;
motors, generators & controls; measuring &
test equipment; carbon & graphite products
58 Batteries, X-ray apparatus & ele~ trical
equipment for internal combustion engines
59 Motor vehicles & equip . except motorcycles
Exel. electrical equipment, tires, glas s,
radios, etc. purchased separately
62 Watches & clocks; medical, su r gical, dental,
engineering & lab in strumen ts, equipment &
measuring & control devices exc. opthalmic

__,

_J
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SIC 34, 351, 352, 356
III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)

--.
Product Detail

A

--,

Packaging & shipping supp. not shown elsewhere
Office supplies not shown elsewhere
Auto & truck parts for repairs by your workers
Gas, oil, tires, etc. for auto & truck oper.

TOTAL PURCHASES OF
MATERIALS, COMPONENTS & SUPPLIES
PURCHASES OF GOODS FOR RESALE
PURCHASED CONTRACT WORK ( for production only)
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B.

c.

D.

III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS
(Do not include capital equipment purchases)

Schedule for Manufacturers of Specialized Industrial Machinery & Equipment SIC 353 1 354 1 355 , 359

--,

This section of the questionnaire deals with purchases which you
made of Raw Materi~ls, Components, Production Supplies and Repair Parts
(A) from producers in the Providence SMSA (either direcc or through brokers)
(B) from wholesalers or retailers in the Providence SMSA and
(C) from all kinds of suppliers who are located ou t side the Providence SMSA
whether in the rest of the United States or in foreign countries . Purchases
made throu gh a broker should be reported in column A- if the product was produced in the Providence SMSA, and i n column C if it was produced in the rest
of the United States or in a foreign country. The products listed below are
those most widely purchased by members of your general industry group as raw
materials, components and supplies for production or maintenance (excluding
capitalized purchases). The list is by no means exhau stive and if you purchased products which do not fall into these classifications please list the
products in the blank spaces on the next page along with the dollar amount of
purchas es for 1965. Use either the product classifications on the enclosed
sheet or give detailed descriptions of the products . Purchases amounting to
less than one percent of your total purchases from that category of supplier
may be indicat ed by the letter Z instead of the dollar amount . All pu rchases
should be reported at delivered cost. If it is not feasible to include transportation and warehousing cost, please indica te when these are excluded.
Purchases in 1965 {in thousand s of dollars )*
~ From
From
!l..,_ From
D. Total
rest of
producer in wholesaler
Providence
or
u. s. and
foreign*-k
(sum
retailer
SMSA
of
(directly
(directly
in
A, B
Providence or through
or through
and C)
broker)
SMSA
broker)

h

Product Detail
20 Lumber & wood products except containers
Inc. cut timber, veneer, plywood, cork &
particleboard; prefab. bldgs. & members
26 Products of printing & publishing industry

*

*

Purchases should be reported at delivered cost. (If it is not feasible to include transport and warehousing costs, please indicate when these are excluded.)
For purchases from outside the Providence SMSA it is not necessary to distinguish between
purchases from producers and those from wholesalers and retailers.
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SIC 353, 354, 355, 359
III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)

I..

Product De tail

A

.B .

C

31 Petroleum products; asphalt paving, roofing,
roofing cement; packaged fuel of all kinds
(report only uncapitalized p·..trchases here)
32 Fabricated rubber & plastic products
36 Cement, lime & concrete; stone, clay, gypsum,
asbestos & abrasive prod, incl. steam packing, boiler & pipe covering & mineral wool
37 Steel mill & foundry products & forgings
38 Nonferrous metal mill & foundry pro ducts &
forgings; alumina; insulated wire
• .J

40 Plumbing fittings & fix.; hea ting equi p. exc.
electric; fabricated stru ctural metal prod .
Indus. process furnaces & ovens are in #49
41 Screw machine products & metal stampings
Incl. bolts, nuts, screws, rivets,
washers & formed & threaded wire go ods
42 Misc. fabricated metal prod .; electroplating ,
plating, anodizing & engraving. Incl. hand
tools, cutlery, springs & wire products
FOR ITEMS LISTED BELOW IT IS ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT TO REMEMBER THAT ONLY UNCAPITALIZED
PURCHASES ARE TO BE REPORTED IN THIS SECTION
43 Engines & turbine s except auto & aircraft
Incl. all diesel & semidiese l ~ngines here
if they are uncapitalized purchases
45 Construction, mining & oilfield machinery
& equipment
46 Materials handling machinery & equipment
Incl. elevators, escalators, auto lifts,
conveyors, cranes, hoists, indus. tractors
47 Metal working machinery & equipment
Incl. blades; dies & tools; jigs & fix tures; molds; precision measuring devices
48 Machinery & equip . for food products, paper,
printing, bookbinding, textile, shoemak ing,
woodworking, cotton gi nning & smelting
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SIC 353, 354, 355, 359
III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPENENTS (continued)
Product Detcr.il

A.

B.

c.

D

49 Unspecialized industrial machinery & equip.
Incl. ball bearings, blower s, compressors,
pumps; mechanical power transmission equip.
50 Misc. machinery & repair parts exc . electric

Usually produ ced to order by machine shops
but includes pistons & rings & ~arburetors
53 Electric transmission & distribution equip.;
motors, generators & control s ; measuring &
test equipment; carbon & graphite products

___ ,
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SIC 353, 354, 355, 359
III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS ANC COMPONENTS (continued)
Product Detail

A

Packaging & shipping supp . not shown elsewhe re
Office supplies not shown elsewhere
Auto & truck parts fo r repairs by your workers
Gas, oil, tires, etc. for auto & truck oper.

TOTAL PURCHASES OF
MATERIALS, COMPONENTS

&

SUPPLIES

PURCHASES OF GOODS FOR RESALE
PURCHASED CONTRACT WORK (for production only)
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D

III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS
(Do not include capital equipment purchases)

Schedule for Manufacturers of Spec ia 1 Equipment mostly ele ctrical - SIC 35 7,
361, 362, 364, 365, 366 , 367 , 369 , 373 , 374 , 375, 379
This section of the questionnaire deals with purchases which you _
made of Raw Materials , Components, Production Supplies and Repair Parts
(A) from producers in the Providence SHSA (either direct or through brokers)
(B) from wholesal e rs or retailers in the Providence SMSA and
(C) from all kinds of suppliers who are located outside the Providence SMSA
whether in the rest of the United States or in foreign countries. Purchases
made through a broker should be reported in column A if the product was produced in the Provid ence SMSA, and in column C if it was produced in the rest
of the United States or in a foreign country. The products list ed below are
those most widely purchased by members of you r general industry group as raw
materials, compone nts and supplies for production or maintenance (excluding·
capitalized purchas es ). The list is by no means exhaustive and if you purchased products which do not fall into these classifications please list the
products in the blank spaces on the next page along with the dollar amount of
purchases for 1965. Use either the product classifications on the enclosed
sheet or give detailed descriptions of the products. Purchases amounting to
less than one percen t of your total purchases from that category of su pplier
may be indicated by the letter Z instead of the dollar amount. All purchases
should be reported at delivered cost. If it is not feasible to include transportation and warehousing cost, please indicate when these are excluded.
Purchases in 1965 (in thousands of dollars)*
From
.!!..._ From
f_.:. From
D. Total
producer in wholesaler
rest of
Providence
or
U. S. and
(sum
SMSA
retailer
foreign**
of
(directly
in
(directly
A, B
or through
Providence or through
and C)
broker)
SMSA
broker)

h

Product Detail
20 Lumber & wood products except containers
Incl. cut timber, veneer, plywood, cork &
particleboard; prefab. bldgs. & members
22 Household furniture incl. mattresses
(report only uncapitalized purchases)

*

Purchases should be reported at delivered cost. (If it is not feasible to include transport and warehousing costs, please indicate when these are excluded.)

**

For purchases from outside the Providence SMSA it is not necessary to distinguish between
purchases from· producers and those from wholesalers and retailers.

I

I
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SIC 357, 361, 362, 364, 365, 366, 367, 369, 373, 374, 375, 379

'·

III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)
I

....

-·

No.

Product Det3il

A.

23 Other furniture

& fixtures except electric
(report only uncapitaliz ed purch~ses)

24 Paper

& allied products except c~ntainers
Incl. pulp & pulp goods; cell ophane etc.
bags. Exe. carbon & light sensitive papers

r
--,

25 Paperboard

& fiber containers & boxes

26 Products of printing

& publishing industry

27 Chemicals exc. plastic materials, drugs, etc .
Incl. oil & water treating & waterproofing
comp.; gum & wood chem.; gl ue; explosives;
printing ink; pigments. F ::iod color in itl4
28 Plastic materials incl. synthetic rubber &
synthetic fibers except glass
30 Paints & allied prod. incl. putty & sealers

31 Petroleum products; asphalt paving, roofing,
roofing cement; packaged f u e l of all kinds
(report only uncapitalized purchases here)

32 Fabricated rubber

&

plastic products

35 Glass

& glass products incl. textile fibers
Lenses are in #63 & insulation is in #36

36 Cement, lime

& concrete; stone, clay, gypsum,
asbestos & abrasive prod. incl. steam packing, boiler & pipe covering & mineral wool

-,

37 Steel mill

& foundry products & forgi ngs

38 Nonferrous metal mill & foundry products &

forgings; alumina; insulated wire
40 Plumbing fittings & fix.; heating equip. exc.
electric; fabricated stru~tural metal prod.
Indus. process furnaces & ovens are in i49
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SIC 357, 361, 362, 364, 365, 366, 36 7, 369, 373, 374, 375 , 379
III. ¥1.JRC:-lAS ES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)
Pr~duct Detail

A.

B.

c.

41 Screw machin e products & metal stampings
Incl. bolt s, nuts, s::rews, rl·;e ts,
washers & formed & threaded wire good s

D.
7
- j

42 Misc. fabricated metal prod.; elect roplatin g,
plating, an odizing~ engraving. Incl. hand
tools, cutl e ry , sp~lngs & wir e produc ts

-.
I
j

i

FOR ITEMS LISTED BELOW IT IS ESPECIALLY I MPORTANT TO REMEMBER THAT ONLY UNCAPITALIZED
PlJRCHASES ARE TO BE REPORTED I N THIS SECTION
43 Engines & turbines excep t auto & a ircraft
Incl. all diesel & semidiesel engines here
if they are uncapitalized pur~hases
45 Construction, mining & oilfield machinery
& equipment
46 Materials handl ing ma chinery & equipment
Incl. elevators , e scalators , auto lifts,
conveyors, cranes, hoists, indus . tractors
47 Metal working machinery & equipmen t
Incl. blades ; dies & tools; jigs & fixtures; molds; precision measuring devices

I

J

7

49 Unspecialized industrial machinery & equip .
Incl. ball bearings, bl?wers , compressors,
pumps; mechanical power transmission equip.

7

50 Misc. machinery & repair parts exc. electric
Usually produced to order by machine shops
but includes pistons & rings & carburetors
51 Office, computing & accounting machines &
scales & balances except laboratory type
53 Electric transmission & distribution equip.;
motors, generators & controls; measuring &
test equipment; carbon & graphite products

7
_J

54 Household appliances
-:....J

55 Electric lighting & wiring equipment, bulbs
& tubes; noneleC'tric lighting equipment

_J
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SIC 357, 361, 362, 364, 365, 366, 367, 369, 373, 374, 375, 379
III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)
Product Detail

A

57 Electronic tub es & sol id stace devi ces, cathode ray tubes & components & accessories
58 Batteries, X-ray apparatus & electrical
equipment for internal combustion engines
59 Motor vehicles & equip. except motorcycles
Exel. electrical equipment, tires, glass,
radios, etc. purchased separately
61 Other transportat ion equ ipment
Motor vehicles are in #59; aircraft in /f60

64 Jewelry, silverware, toys &
Incl. signs & advert i s ing
& brushes ; needles, pins,
novelties; linol eum; lamp

misc. mfg. goods
displays; brooms
buttons, costume
shades; matches
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SIC 357, 361, 362, 364, 365, 366, 367, 369, 373, 374, 375, 379
III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENrS (continued)
Product Detail

A

B.

c.

D,

Packaging & shipping supp. not shown elsewhere
-,

Office supplies not shown elsewhere
Auto & truck parts for repairs by your workers
Gas, oil, tires, etc. for auto & truck oper.

__J

TOTAL PURCHASES OF
MATERIALS, COMPONENTS & SUPPLIES

i
I

~

PURCHASES OF GOODS FOR RESALE
PURCHASED CONTRACT WORK (for production only)

- ./

.......J
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III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS
(Do not include capital equipment purchases)

Schedule for Miscellaneous Manufacturers incl. Jewelry - SIC 358 2 363, 39
This section of th e questionnaire deals with purchases which you
made of Raw Materials, Components, Production Suppli e s and Re pair Parts
(A) from producers in th e Providence SMSA ( e ither dir e ct o r th rou gh brokers)
(B) from wholesalers or retailers in the Providence SMSA and
(C) from all kinds of su ppliers who are located outside th e Providence SMSA
whether in the rest of th e United States or in foreign countries. Purchases
made through a broker sh ou l d be reported in column A if th e product was produced in the Providence S}~A, and in column C if it was p roduced in the rest
of the United States or in a foreign country. The products listed below are
those most widely purchased . by members of your general industry group as raw
materials, components and supplies for production or maintenance ( excluding
capitalized purchases). The list is by no means exhaustive and if you purchased products which do not fall into these classifications please list the
products in th e blank spaces on the next page along with the dollar amount of
purchases for 1965. Us e e i ther the product classifications on the enclosed
sheet or give detailed d es criptions of the products. Purchas e s amounting to
less than one pe rcent of your total purchases from that cat egory o f s uppli e r
may be indicated by the letter Z instead of the dollar amount . All purchases
should be report ed at delivered cost. I f it is not feasible to include transportation and warehousing cost, please indicate when these are excluded .
Purchases in 1965 (in thousands of dollars)*
From
£.:. From
h From
producer in wholesaler
rest of
!?..:.. Total
Providence
or
u. s. and
SMSA
retailer
foreign**
(sum
(directly
in
(directly
of
Providence or through
A, B
or through
SMSA
and C)
broker)
broker)

A.

No.

Product Detail

16 Broad & narrow woven fabrics; yarn & thread
Incl. dyeing & finishing services
17 Misc. textiles; lace, felt, scoured & combed
wool & tops, rugs & carpets exc. hard surf •.
coated fab. exc. rubberized; twine & cord '

*

*

Purchases should be reported at delivered cost. (If is is not feasible to include transport and warehousing costs, please indicate when these are excluded.)
For purchases from outside the Providence SMSA it is not necessary to distinguish between
purchas es from producers and those from wholesalers and retailers.
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SIC 358, 363, 39
III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)
Product Det.::..il

A

B.

c.

D.

20 Lumber & wood products except co ntainers
Incl. cut timber, veneer, plywocd, cork &
particleboard ; prefab. bldgs. & members

21 Wooden containers (boxes, barre l s , crates)
Incl. wirebound & veneer, pl~i0od & splint
containers & shJok. Cooper~ge stJck in #20
24 Paper & alli ed products e xLepc -~ntainers
Incl. pulp & pulp goods; cellophane etc.
bags. Exe. carbon 5' light sen si tive papers
25 Paperboard & fiber containecrs & bo11.es
26 Products of pri nting & publishing industry
27 Chemicals exc. plastic materials, drugs, e tc.
Incl. oil & water treating & waterproofing
comp.; gum & wood chem.; gl-.,e; explosives;
printing ink; pigments. I'oo.i .:;~lor in #14
28 Plastic materi-ils i n::1. sv-n th etic rubber &
synthetic fib ers ex:o:pc gl; ss
30 Paints & allied prod. incl. p~tty & sealers

31 Petroleum products; asphalt r~ving, roofing,
roofing cement ; packaged fuel of all kinds
(report onl y uncapitalized pLrchas e s here)
32 Fabricated rubber & plastl : products
33 Leather & industrial le-a.thee- belt ir.15
Incl. textile leather-s & mec~N nLcal
packings. Caskets are in #16
34 Other leather products 6 nonrubber footwear
35 Glass & glass produ cts incl. textile fibers
Lenses are in #61 & ins~laticn is in #36
36 Cement, lime & c_•n;;;re te ; stx,ec , ::; l,.y , gypsum,
asbestos & abrasive prJd. ir:._l. steam packing, boiler £ pipe c ovcd.ng & mineral wool
37 Steel mill & foundry prodv,ts

~

forgings

38 Nonferrous metal mill 5' fo-~dtv products &
forgings; alumina; in~u]~t ~o w~te
- 1
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SIC 358, 363, 39
III. V~'R'.;}IASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)
Produ-::t Deoil

A

B.

C

40 Plumbing fittings & fix.; heating equip. exc.
electric; fabricated stn.i::wral metal prod.
Indus. process furna.:es & c;ens are in #49
41 Screw machine produ;:;ts & mf:tcil sL1mp ings
Incl. bolts, nuts, s::rews . rivf:ts,
washers & formed & thre;,.ded WLre goods
42 Misc. fabricated metdl prod.; electroplating,
plating, anodizing & engraving. Incl. hand
tools, cutlery, springs & wire products

FOR ITEMS LIS'.!:ED RELOW Ir ts ESPECIALLY IMPORTANI' TO REMEMBER THAT ONLY UNCAPITALIZED
PURCHASES ARE TO BE KEPORlED IN THIS SECTION
47 Metal working machinf:ry & equipment
Incl. blades; dies & too1s; Jigs & fixtures; molds; precision measuring devices
49 Unspecialized industrial machinerv & equip.
Incl. ball bearings, blowers, compressors,
pumps; mechani::al power trdnSmission equip.
52 Air ;:onditioners & servi~e industry machines
Incl. industrial va.;:;u_m ~1,.,"ners : dispensing pumps; auconli>. ti ,; mEcr:h.o1Pdiz1.ng mach.
53 Electric trdnsmission & distribution equip.;
motors, genera.tots & .:.o ntrols: measuring &
test equipment; carbon & graphite products
54 Household appliances
55 Electric lighting S. wiring eq ;1. pment, bulbs
& tubes; noneh,::tri... ·1 1ghting equipment
62 Watches & clocks; medical, surgica l, dental,
engineering & lab instruments, equipment &
measuring & control dev:L::e s exc. opthalmic
64 Jewelry, silverware, tovs i
Incl. signs & advf:rtisir,g
& brushes; needles , pins,
novelties; linoleum: l"mp

misc. mfg. goods
displays; brooms
butr.ons, costume
shades; matches
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SIC 358, 363, 39
III. pt;RCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)
Product Detail

A.

B.

c.

D.

Packaging & shipping supp. not shown elsewhere
Office supplies not shown elsewhere
Auto & truck parts for repairs by your workers
Gas, oil, tires, etc. for auto & truck oper.
TOTAL PURCHASES OF
MATERIALS, COMPONENTS & SUPPLIES
PURCHASES OF GOODS FOR RESALE
PURCHASED CONTRACT WORK (for production onl y)

_J
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III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS
(Do not include capital equipment purchases)

Schedule for Manufacturers of Motor vehicles and equipment, Ordnance &
Accessories - SIC 19 371
This section of the questionnaire deals with purchases which you
made of Raw Materials, Components, Production Suoplies and Repai r Parts
(A) from producers in the Providence SMSA (either direct or through brokers)
(B) from wholesalers or retailers in the Providence SMSA and
(C) from all kinds of suppli ers who are located outside the Providence SMSA
whether in the rest of the United States or in foreign count_ries. Purchases
made throu gh a broker should be reported in column A if the product was produced in the Providence SMSA, and in column C if it was produced in the rest
of the United States or in a foreign country. The pro ducts listed below are
those most widely purchased by members of your general industry group as raw
materials, components and supplies fo r production or maint enance (excluding
capitalized purchases). The list is by no means exhaustive and if you purchased products which do not fal l into these classifications please list the
products in the blank spaces on the next page along with the dolla r amount of
purchases for 1965. Use either the product classifications on the enclosed
sheet or give detailed descriptions of the products. Purchases amounting to
less than one percent of your total purchases from that category of supplie r
may be indicated by the letter Z instead of the dollar amount. All purchase s
should be reported at delive red cost . If it is not feasible to include transportation and warehousing cost, please indicate when these are excluded.

-

Purchases in 1965 (in thousands of dollars)*
~ From
From
!h From
rest of
producer in wholesaler
Q..,_ Total
or
Providence
u. s. and
foreign~
(sum
retailer
SMSA
(directly
of
in
(directly
Providence or through
A, B
or through
and C)
broker)
broker)
SMSA

!,_

Product Detail
13 Ordnance & accessories
Incl. completely assembled missiles &
space vehicles, but components are in tfo6 0
L...,

17 Misc. textiles; lace, felt, scoured & combed
wool & top, rugs & carpets exc. hard surf .;
coated fab. exc . rubberized; twine & cord

*

Purchases should be reported at delive red cost. (If it is not feasible to include transport and warehousing costs, please indicate when there are excluded.)

** For purchases from outside the Providence SMSA it is · not necessary to distinguish between
purchases from producers and those from wholesalers and retailers.
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SIC 19, 371
III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)
Product De tail

A

B.

c.

19 Misc. fabricated textile products & services
Incl. stitching fo r the trade;· canvas prod.
& textile bags; apparel findings; curtains
21 Wooden containers (boxes, barrels, crates)
Incl. wirebound & veneer, plywood & splint
containers & shook. Coopera ge stock in #20
24 Paper & allied products except containers
Incl. pulp & pulp goods; cellophane etc.
bags. Exe. carbon & li ght sensitive papers
25 Paperboard & fiber containers & boxes
26 Products of printing & publishing industry
30 Paints & allied prod. incl. putty & sealers
32 Fabricated rubber & plastic products

35 Glass & glass products incl. textile fibers
Lenses are in #63 & insulation is in #36
36 Cement, lime & concrete; stone, clay, gypsum,
asbestos & abrasive prod. incl. steam packing, boiler & pipe covering & mineral wool
37

Steel mill & foundry products & forgings

38 Nonferrous metal mill & foundry products &

forgings; alumina; insulated wire
41 Screw machine products & metal stampings
Incl. bolts, nuts, s~rews, rivets,
washers & formed & threaded wire goods
42 Misc. fabricated metal prod.; electroplating,
plating, anodizing & en graving . Incl. hand
tools, cutlery, springs & wire products
FOR ITEMS LISTED BELOW IT IS ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT TO REMEMBER TiiAT ONLY UNCAPITALIZED

PURCHASES ARE TO BE REPORTED IN THIS SECTION
43 Engines & turbines except auto & a ircra f t
Incl. all diesel & sewidie3el engines here ·
if they are uncapitalized purchases
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SIC 19, 3 71

Ill. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)
Product Detail

A.

47 Metal working machinery & equipment
Incl. blades; dies & cools; jigs & fixtures; molds; precision measuring devices

49 Unspecialized industrial machinery & equip.
Incl. ball bearings, blowe rs, compressors,
pumps; mechanical power transmission equip.

SO Misc. machinery

......,

& repafr parts exc. electric
Usually produced to order by machine shops
but includes pistons & rings & carburetors

52 Air conditioners & service industry machines
Incl. industrial vacuum cleaners; dispensing pumps; automatic merchandizing mach.
53 Electric transmission & d istribution equip.;
motors, generators & controls; measuring &
test equipment; carbon & graphite products
55 Electric lighting & wiring equipment, bulbs
& tubes; none le ctric li ghting equipment
56 Radio, television & communication equipment
Incl. public address syst ems; radar & heat
& light sensing equip.; phonograph records
58 Batteries, X-ray apparatus & electrical
equipment for internal combustion engines
59 Motor vehicles & equip. except motorcycles
Exel. electrical equipment, tires, glass,
radios, etc. purchased s e parately
60 Aircraft & parts exc. instruments & electric
system components. Complete space vehicles
& missiles are # 13 but components are here
62 Watches & clocks; medical. surgical, dental,
engineering & lab instruments, equipment &
measuring & control devices exc. opthalmic
64 Jewelry, silverware, toys &
Incl. si gns & ad verti s in g
& brushes; needl e s, pins,
novelties; linoleum; lamp

misc. mfg. goods
di s plays; brooms
buttons, costume
shades; matches
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B.

c.

D.

- 1
I
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SIC 19, 371
III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)
Product De tai 1

A

B.

C

D.

_,'

......,

Packaging & shipping supp. not shown elsewhere

Office supplies not shown elsewhere
Auto & truck parts for repairs by your workers

Gas, oil, tires, etc. for auto & truck oper.

TOTAL PURCHASES OF
MATERIALS, COMPONENTS

&

L

SUPPLIES

PURCHASES OF GOODS FOR RESALE
PURCHASED CONTRACT WORK ( for production only)
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III. PT~'RCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS
(Do not include capital equipment purchases)

Schedule for Man~facturers of Aircraf t
photographi c equipment - SI C 372 1 38

& parts and prof essional, scientific &

This >,ec t ion of th e questionnaire deals with purchases which you
made of Raw Materials, Components, Production Suppl i es and Repair Parts
(A) from p:::-oducers in the Providence SMSA (either direc t or throu gh brokers)
(B) from wholesalers ~r retailers in the Providence SMSA and
(C) from all kinds of suppliers who are located outside the Providence SMSA
whether in the rest of the United States or in foreign countries. Purchases
made through a broker should be reported in column A if the product was produced in the Providence SMSA, and in column C if it was produced in the rest
of the United States or in a foreign countr y . The products listed below are
those most widely purchased by members of your gen e ral industry group as raw
materials, compone nts and supplies fo r production or maintenance (excluding
capitaliz ed purchases), The list is by no means exhaustive and if you purchased pr~ducts which do n0t fall into these classifications please list the
products in th e blank spaces on the next page along with the dol lar amount of
purchases for 1965. Use either the produ ct classifications on the enclosed
sheet or give detailed descriptions of the produ cts. Pu rchases amounti ng to
less than one pe r ce nt of you r total purchases from that category of supplier
may be indica ted by the letter Z instead of the do llar amount. All purchases
should be r eported at delivered cost . If it is not feasible to include transportation and warehousing cost, please indicate when these are excluded .
Purchases in 1965 (in thousands of dollars)*
From
b. From
£..:. From
r es t of
producer in wholesaler
lh Total
or
Providence
u. s. and
retailer
foreign**
(sum
SMSA
(dire ctly
of
(directly
in
Providence or through
or through
A, B
and C)
SMSA
broker)
broker)

h

Product Detail

r

L.
'.... -

13 Ordnance & accessories
Incl, completely assembled missiles &
space vehicles, but components are in #6 0
14 Food & kindred products incl. animal feeds
Incl. ice; animal & vegetable oils & fats;
alcoholic & nonalcoholic beverages; candy
16 Broad & narrow woven fabrics; yarn & th read
Incl. dyeing & finishing services

......,

*

Purchases should be rep or t ed at delivered cost. (If it is not feasible to include transport and warehousin g cos es, please indicate when these are excluded.)

**

For purchases from outsid~ the Provid enc e SMSA it i s not necessary to distinguish between
purchases from producers and those f rom wholesalers and retailers.
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SIC 372, 38

III. P-uRCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)
-

A,

Product De tail

B.

C

22 Household furniture in~l. mattresses
(report only uncapitalized purchases)
23 Other furniture & fixtures ex~ep t ele ctric
(report only uncapitalized ~1rchases)
24 Paper & allied products except con tainers
Incl. pulp & pulp goods; cellophane etc,
bags. Exe. carbon & light sensitive papers
25 Paperboard & fiber containers & boxes
26 Products of printing & publishing industry
27 Chemicals exc. plastic materials, drugs, etc.
Incl. oil & water treating & waterproofing
comp.; gum & wood chem.; glue; exp losives;
printing ink; pigments. Food color in #14
32 Fabricated rubber & plastic praducts
35 Glass & glass products incl. textile fibers
Lenses are in #63 & insulation is in #36
36 Cement, lime & concrete : stone, clay, gypsum,
asbestos & abrasive prod. incl . s team packing, boiler & pipe ~overing & mineral wo0l
37 Steel mill & foundry prcducts & forgings
38 Nonferrous metal mill & foundry products &
forgings; alumina; insulated wire
41 Screw machine products & metal stampings
Incl, bolts, nuts, screws, rivets,
washers & formed & threaded wire goods

42 Misc. fabricated metal prod .; electroplating,
plating, anodizing & engraving . Incl. hand
tools, cutlery, springs & wire products
FOR ITEMS LISTED BELOW IT IS ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT TO REMEMBER THAT ONLY UNCAPITALIZED
PURCHASES ARE TO BE REPORTED IN THIS SECTION
47 Metal working machinery & equipment
Incl. blades; dies & tools; jigs & fixtures; molds; precision measuring devices
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SIC 372, 38

III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS ANC COMPONENTS (continued)

A.

Product Detail
49 Unspecialized industrial machinery & equip.
Incl. ball bearings, blowers, compressors,
pumps; mechanical powe r transmission equip.
50 Misc. machinery & repair parts exc. electric
Usually produc ed to order by machine shops
but includes pistons & rings & carburetors
51 Office, computing & accounting machines &
scales & balances except laboratory type
53 Electric transmis sion & distribution equip.;
motors, generators & controls; measu ring &
test equipment; carbon & g ra phite products

55 Electric li ghting & wirin g equipment, bulbs
& tubes; nonelectric lighting equipment
56 Radio, tel ev ision & communication equipment
Incl. public address systems; radar & heat
& light sensing equip.; phonograph records
57 Electronic tubes & solid state devices, cathode ray tubes & components & accessories
58 Batteries, X-ray apparatus & e lectrical
equipment for in ternal combustion engines
60 Aircraft & parts exc. instruments & electric
system componen ts . Complete space veh icles
& missiles are #13 buc compo nents are here
l

62 Watches & clocks; medical, surgi~al, dental
engineering & lab instruments, equipment &
measuring & control devices exc. opthalmic

L

63 Optical, opthalmic~ photo equip. & supplies
Incl. spectroscopes, colorimeters, etc.
64 Jewelry, silverware, toys &
Incl. signs & advertising
& brushes; needl es, pins,
novelties; linoleum ; lamp

misc. mfg. goods
displays; brooms
buttons, costume
shades; matches
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SIC 372, 38

III. PURCHASES OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS (continued)
Product De t ai l

A

B.

c.

D.

. .,

Packaging & shipping supp. not shown elsewhere
Office supplies not shown els ewhere

Auto & truck parts for repairs by your workers
Gas, oil, tires, etc. for auto & truck aper.
TOTAL PURCHASES OF
MATERIALS, COMPONENTS & SUPPLIES

PURCHASES OF GOODS FOR RESALE
PURCHASED CONTRACT WORK (for production only)
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